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INTRODUCTION

THE Big House is big enough to take care of itself.

Whenever approached in books the treatment it re-

ceives leaves the average reader with something of the aloof

sensations of a spectator a* a play. Never does it become
the subject of popular architectural manuals, as though it

were a " lay " problem or a topic of familiar interest, suit-

able for exposition, admonition, and advice. Tacitly, all

acknowledge that the Big House is strictly an affair for
professional treatment. Even the Owner retires before the
difficulties and complexities involved in planning, designing,
constructing, and equipping the large domicile, admitting
that technical traini. g really is necessary for the adequate
solution of the problems involved.

But if the Big House never becomes the subject of ele-

mentary or familiar literature, how different do we find Ac
situation when we turn from this House Superlative to the
dwelling of humbler pretensions! In a double sense every
man is here " at home." Not only do treatises—" How to
Build " and " How not to Build "—abound, but if we revert
from literature to the living, and examine current notions
and practices, we are led almost to conclude that every nor-
mal individual is bom, like the bird, with an innate capacity
to design his own habitation, if not also to construct it man-
ually in an entirely artistic and practical manner. This kind
of skill, like "Topsy," just grows everywhere. Should
there be anyone so unfortunate as to lack this common, nat-
ural aptitude, happily, according to common ideas, there is

13
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BUILDING A HOME
prcvided for such cases an adequate substitute, the Archi
tect-Builder, an eminently useful person, dubbed by sonw
irreverent individuals the " Artchitect." What the Owner
cannot accomplish unaided the " Artichitect " surely can—
and, to give him his due, usually does. There are, we all

know, some fastidious persons who disdain the herma-
phrodite Architect-Builder ; but is the Owner to be blamed
for turning to this secondary source of assistance? How
can we impugn the logical process that concludes that if the
untutored can in most ca?-s " do " his own architecture by
the simple efficacy of plen ; inspiration, an "Archite-t-
Builder," though lacking in all architectural training be-
yond the rules-of-thumb of the shop, can be substituted with
results equally admirable ? Should the " Architect-Builder "

be lacking, or be at all timid as to his own qualifications for
artistical achievement, there exists another resource—those
ready-made plans and elevations that may be purchased as
conveniently as the paper patterns of the dressmaker. And,
finally, in a world so much of which is ready-made, are there
not also provided for the would-be Owner's selection a fine
assortment of ready-made houses? These are but the epit-
ome and final step of " house building made easy." Art and
Commerce are here united, and by the arrangement the
average individual may travel from suburb to suburb, from
state to state, and suffer no surprises in the houses he visits.

Everywhere the current " home," like the current fashions
in clothes, is familiar and friendly, presenting the same style
of front, the same cho^'ce of materials, the same array of nov-
elties in bay windows and cozy comers—all greeting him
like old friends. The more he shifts his position the more
the scene remains the 'ame!

Would the authors of the present work suppress the nat-
ural mstincts of the Owner, banish the untamed " Artchi-
tect," abolish the duplicated art of the paper-pattern plan,

14



INTRODUCTION

and utterly prohibit the ready-made house? That is too
niudi even for Reform to propose. We shall be content
if we can succeed in suggesting that the Owner's predilec-
tions and ideas, though of course perfectly legitimate, should
be restricted, that the Builder has only his limited uses, and
that the ready-made house, except under certain circum-
stances, is not inevitable. Progress lies in getting these
agencies, or those of them that are worth retaining, into
their proper places. Too often to^Iay they are misplaced.
Misdirection of effort, misappreciation of function, are in
large measure the cause of the comparative worthlessneas
of the ordinary modem country house. For, generally
speaking, it is worthless. No doubt it serves . fmt,
serves it even with some measure of efficiencv. ' '

. doubt
it satisfies, to an incredible degree, a large r. cr of per-
sons. But this efficiency and this satisfacti might so
easily be not only greater in degree but of a much higher
order! Let it be remembered we are speaking of thor-
oughly practical possibilities, of betterments, if one may so
say, that are purchasable " around the comer," without ne-
cessitating on the part of the Owner any greater outlay than
he must make to-day. We are not pleading for the intro-
duction into our houses of any of that queer compound of
fad and dilet\-mteism which the "man in the street" has
come to rega.d as " Art." Indeed, it is a sad commentary
on the state of the public mind, and on much of current art
also, that it is so everlastingly necessary to protest that Art
—the real thing—is not an exotic or neurotic foreign to the
legitimate requirements of everyday life. No doubt, as
with Freedom, many crimes are committed in its name, but
as a matter of fact, tme Art is not merely a spectator's con-
cern or the plaything of the ultra-refined. It is essentially
an element of common-sense living, analogous, in a way to
intellectual integrity, moral stability, or pr.-. .-? deanli-
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BUILDING A HOME

ness. This is the only Art that is really Art. The common

notion that Art is a species of mental extravagance is very

unfortunate. To analyze and define Art has been the pur-

pose of many volumes. Such an analysis is not the object

of this work; Art will concern the prospective Owner only

in so far as it finds purposeful and concrete expression in

the suburban house. In this restricted sense Art, as much

as any other article of commerce, is a purchasable product.

It is the result of directing to a definite problem the work

of certain related agents or agencies. The work of these

agents or agencies forms, therefore, the major divisions of

our subject-matter. Each has a real and fundamental

function which, if given undue proportion, or if slighted,

must detrimentally affect the quality of the house. Such

misdirection of eflfort is in fact the real reason for the ex-

istence of the "Architect-Builder" and the paper-pattern

house. If we would relegate these makeshifts, for such

they unquestionably are, to their proper places, we must

exhibit them to the judgment of the prospective Owner, and

show him that it is to his advantage to start, before embark-

ing on his enterprise, with a clear idea of what is before

him. He must be shown that there is no short cut oi cheaper

way to a successful result. This view does not assume

that all Owners are uninstructed as to the proper procedure,

that all Architects are capable, judicious, and artistic, or

that all Builders are ignorant and unscrupulous. More im-

portant by far is it to acquaint the Owner with the scope

of his own legitimate requirements, the proper way and time

to state them; to tell him what the Architect does and why

he does it; and to inform him of what the Builder is expected

to do and to be held accountable for. How little understood

are such matters of vital importance to the average person

who contemplates building a home! If the following chap-

ters help to a better understanding of the real issues at

i6
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INTRODUCTION

stake, this book is justified. The serious question that
troubles the authors of this little treatise is : Does the aver-
age Owner about to build himself a house really desire ad-
vice as to the course he ought to pursue; or does he prefer
to dabble along with "popular " architectural picture books
and a collection of photographic " bits " that merely titillate

the sense for the " Pretty " without yielding any solid in-
struction? On this score one has reason to fear the worst.
There are so many curious notions abroad as to the efficacy
of superficial knowledge, as though it were a species of su-
perior labor-saving machinery. It is still true, however, that
there is no royal road to learning, and the law seems to be
eternal that the way to Wisdom shall be dull and tedious in
proportion to the value and enchantment of the destination
which the traveler seeks to reach. If these words do not
discourage the Gentle Reader in pursuit of a home, he is,

perhaps, of the Elect, and may with courage proceed upon
the road ahead of him.

«7



CHAPTER I

TO BUILD OR NOT TO BUILD

THE Chinese have a saying to the effect that it is the

duty of every man to produce a child, write a book,

and build a house. A career barren of at least one of these

achievements is to be regarded as an unmitigated failure.

Chinese wisdom often wears an appearance of exceeding

commonplace or of intelligence upside down. But, really, if

we look closely at our Mongolian test of a successful life,

it is not so very far wrong. It is not the purpose of this book

to treat even remotely of the first two essentials to success,

but, in dealing with the third, we may surely declare that

in the case of the average truly successful American citizen,

he, at one time or another, betak-.s himself to his partner and

commences to discuss with her the serious problem of build-

ing a home. It is just at this point, when he is in this ini-

tial, enterprising, inquiring, dubious frame of mind that the

authors of this book wish to catch him—and with him, of

course, his wife.

The building of every house commences in a desire, a

determination, to build. This is really the first stage of the

enterprise. Obviously, it is a prerequisite to further prog-

ress. Remembering the proverb, " It is the first step that

costs;' wc wish to halt here to insist upon the fact that this

staee, as v/ith every other stage in the evolution of a house,

should be attended by clear thinking.

Very few persons who build find they have built, as the

children say, " for keeps." With the lapse of a few years,

i8
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TO BUILD OR NOT TO BUILD

sometimes a very few years, appears a sign, " For Sale or
to Rent," on the newly erected home. If you ask the rea-

son for this public announcement, you will find that the

house, the conception of which was attended by so much en-
thusiasm, is to be abandoned because the location has proved
unsuitable; the surrounding society, upon acquaintance, im-
congenial; experience has demonstrated that the home is too
far from the station or the city; too small for the increasing
family; too large for the Owner's income. In a majority of
cases these drawbacks or difficulties might have been antici-

pated in the commencement by a very humble exercise of
forethought. That this is so is pretty well attested by the
fact that the man who builds twice usually builds twice as
well as the fellow who has built only once. The first experi-
ment taught something. One must learn somehow, of

course, but is there absolutely any reason why a man should
have to build twice or thrice in order to arrive at a fairly

satisfactory result, provided in the beginning he will learn

from the experience of others? The great difficulty is to

get the beginner to believe m advance that others know any-
thing he does not know. The whole purpose of this book
is to transfer, as far as possible, to the would-be homemaker
the knowledge possessed by the " other fellow."

Starting then, with the first discussion within the family
about build^iij, a home—^with the " to be or not to be " stage

—the first thing the man who intends to build (the man
whom, as the lawyers say, we will designate hereafter in these

pages as the Owner) will hear, is objections to building at

all. "Why build?" " It costs less to rent." " If you must
own your own house, buy one second-hand; it is cheaper."
" Building is a bother ; why not purchase a home ready for

occupancy?"

These questions, and all others like them, may be resolved

into the primary inquiry: " Why build?
"

19



BUILDING A HOME

Then there is another type of objection :
" What will you

do with your house in case your business forces you to

change your dwelling place?" With this objection mental

pictures usually are presented depicting the sudden flight

of the corporation that employs you, of your store, office, or

factory to Alaska or Manchuria. It all sounds very serious.

But, after all, even these objections resolve themselves into:

" Why build? " It is this one interrogation that the Owner

must first answer definitely for himself.

Let us, first of all, in answer to these objections, make

our admissions. Certainly, the annual outlay in rent for a

home will be less than the cost of ownership—for a time.

At the end of twelve or fifteen years, however, the home

will have paid for itself, and then the Owner reaps his

pecuniary profits. In the case of he lessee he will, after the

lapse of an equal period, possess nothing but his old rent

receipts, and must continue to pay the landlord as rigorously

as ever. He has purchased no immunity. No doubt, too,

a second-hand house may be bought for less than a new one,

but that does not insure that it is really cheaper. Altera-

tions and repairs are demanded, or will be, and these often

cost as much by the inch as new construction by the foot.

It is really much harder than people think to buy anything

" cheap." Whatever is deducted from the price of a com-

modity is usually oflfset by an equivalent loss in use, avail-

ability, quality—general desirableness. There are, no doubt,

" cheap " houses to be discovered in decaying or stationary

localities, but elsewhere, rarely. And, besides, the second-

hand house has all the defects of second-hand clothing. The

man who can be satisfied with the ready-made home, new or

second-hand, must answer the question: "Why build?" in

the negative, and his case, good or bad, ends there so far

as this book is concerned. As to the other objection founded

upon the vicissitudes of life—certainly that has force in

20



TO BUILD OR NOT TO BUILD

building, as in all other enterprises that involve the fu-

ture. A man about to build is preparing to concentrate

and localize in a decidedly immobile form a certain amount
of his capital. If his conditions are reasonably subject to

change, he should, as the Irishman directed, " abandon his

building before undertaking it." No doubt, in case of neces-

sity, a house once built may be rented or sold, but, in general,

a single house, built for one's own occupancy, is far from
being the best kind of real-estate investment one can make,
if investment and not use is the primary purpose of building.

At any rate, let the Owner arrive at very definite conclu-

sions with himself on this point. If the house is to be built

primarily for the Owner's occupancy, it shotild be made to

fit his tastes and personal requirements as closely as it is

possible to do so; whereas, if it is to be constructed with the

idea of investment, it should be a house of thoroughly aver-

age character, possessing few personal peculiarities. Like

the ready-made shoe, it should be made on as general a
" last " as possible. But if a man wants a successful home
for himself and family, he ought to make his domestic re-

quirements paramount, and let all other considerations as to

real-estate investment, etc., take care of themselves.

We believe the judicious reader will recognize the force

of this advice. It is certainly fundamental. A " home " is

one thing; a real-estate investment another. Directness of

purpose is an essential of success. If we appeal to other ob-

jects of human eflFort, the case is clear enough, but it is

equally " the essence of the matter " in the building of a
home. An automobile constructed with the idea that it may
serve at some time as a " rig," would imdoubtedly prove a
vehicular hybrid, as unsatisfactory to the horseman as to

the mechanician. The purpose of this volume is to assist in

the productio of a successful home, and the first counsel we
must give to the reader is

:
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Before bmlding make up your mind absolutely that you
need and desire your own home.

We assume it is superfluous to indicate here the multi-

tude of good reasons that may be adduced in support of the

recommendation: Own your own home. The specification,

in some particulars, no doubt would smack somewhat of
moralizing, and in ihese pages it is enough if we stick to

what are usually deemed "practical" considerations; but
as a matter of fact there are certain very wholesome effects

in the ownership of a home—independence, stability of foot-

hold, social status, and the like—that are in no wise negli-

gible, and must most certainly be counted among the solid

assets of life. Keeping, however, to the more tangible side

of the enterprise, it cannot be amiss to point out that the

intense nervous strain of American life demands the com-
pensation of the maximum amount of healthful rest and
recreation; the overcrowding of large cities is increasing

and necessitating a new solution of the problem of living;

and finally, healthy family life in the densely populated cen-

ters, except for the wealthy, is becoming more and more dif-

ficult. Each of these considerations is a strong recommen-
dation for the building or ownership of one's own home, it

being taken for granted that ownership, under prevalent
conditions, implies for the man of moderate means existence
in the country, the suburbs, or the smaller cities that are in

reality aggrandized suburban places.

Many good people, undoubtedly, are not predisposed to

\A'hat they term " country life," except during the short sum-
mer vacation. Part of this prejudice at least is based upon
reminiscence, upon a sort of traditional " country " that no
longer exists in proximity to the larger cities. The isolated

house, the muddy, unlit roads, the utter lack of modern con-
veniences—these elements of an old-time reality are more
easily discoverable to-day in the memories of middle-aged
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men than within the region of "commutation." Changes
slip in so quietly that it requires a conscious eflfort to recog-
nize that the suburban country has been perhaps even more
improved in the last twenty years than have our metro-
politan areas. The American people have been making
enormous investments in the development of " Suburbia."
Local transportation facilities of the big trunk lines have
been vastly increased. The trolley has been carried, one
might almost say, into the country lanes. A big bonded
debt has been created by townships, cities, and states to pay
for the macadamizing of roads. The electric light and tele-
phone have been pushed out even into the farm lands.
Water, gas supply, and sewers have been constructed and
thrown out everywhere, like a skirmishing force, in advance
of the oncoming army of builders. There is, indeed, on a
fair appraisal, very little difference to-day, in the matter of
" modem conveniences," between life in the city and life in
a well-developed suburb. The theaters and big stores are
no doubt, missing, but the former are within comparatively
easy reach, and tiie latter make " daily deliveries." And
then, even though suburban existence may lack certain of
the advantages of city life, it oflfers its own peculiar com-
pensations. However, this is not an essay on the suburbs;
we touch upon the matter only to enforce upon the Owner
about to build the necessity of clearly weighing in his mind
all the "pros" and "cons" of the step he intends taking.
There are few things given to anyone that are not accom-
panied by disadvantages. Nothing is more likely to defeat
the purpose of the Owner than to embark upon his venture
without having carefully weighed in advance, on his own
behalf and on behalf of each member of his family, the ad-
vantages and the inevitable disadvantages, the qualities and
the defects of his undertaking. A great many people leap,
then leave it to experience to show them into what they have
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leapt. And so there arises much belated lamentation that

the home was not built nearer to the city or farther from it,

on high land instead of low land, in the valley instead of on

the hills, near water instead of amid the trees, and so on. It is

the Owner's most important business to think very carefully

about these matters. Usually he gives them at best a super-

ficial examination and devotes his keenest attention to the

" style " in which his house shall be designed, the nature of

its construction, or some other such matter, which he is

utterly incompetent to decide. He will not be scrupulous in

playing the part of Owner in the play ; he prefers to imper-

sonate the Architect or the Builder, and thereby produces

the comedies and tragedies of homemaking.

A great many questions must arise and be answered an-

tecedent to the work of actually designing the home. These

are strictly the Owner's affair. He mi:st decide in single-

ness of heart that he wants a home, that it shall be his, made
for himself by himself. He must calculate closely the nature

and extent of the accommodation his house must aflFord.

He must select the site for his building, so that it shall

strike the best balance for him between frequently conflict-

ing requirements, such as cost, proximity to city, transporta-

tion service, character and size of lot, and, finally, he must

calculate the amount of money his finances warrant him in

spending. These details should be gone over again ?nd

again. Building a house is one of the events of a lifetime,

and it is a good rule in all real- estate transactions to build

slowly, for it is easier to buy than to sell. We shall have

something further to say on some of these points, but here

we are pleading with the Owner to start his enterprise with

a really clear, well-defined decision to build.

H
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CHAPTER II

CHOOSING THE SITE

IN the previous chapter we have tried to make the reader

appreciate the force of the first and great command-
ment to those about to build:

Law I.

—

Let the initial step and all subsequent steps of
your building operation be determined by a clearly conceived

decision, having for its object a definite result.

Now, when the Owner has decided to build, has exam-
ined, sifted, balanced all objections and difficulties, and has
deliberately determined that the question, "Why build?"
should be answered by him in the affirmative, the next

question is the choice of a site. But before discussing

this subject, we must lay down two other laws for build-

ing successfully, which now for the first time become
operative.

Law II.

—

Each factor in the production of a home—
there are three. Owner, Architect, Builder—should thor-

oughly perform his own part of the task, but no more.

Law III.

—

No part of a builcing undertaking should be
considered or determined by Oxmer, Architect, or Builder

{each within his own province) as a single matter, apart

from all the other related elements of the enterprise.

The importance of Laws I and II we cannot overrate;

indeed, their infringement is the occasion of perhaps a
greater number of failures than any other two causes that

we can mention. How many persons, for instance, purchase

a site that is in itself very charming, but is ill suited to the
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daily requirements of the Owner's life. How often we see

a class or a style of house erected in a locality or on a site

that is entirely inappropriate for it. These incongruities,

and others like them, are usually to be traced to the fact that

there is too much Owner in the architecture and not enough
Owner in the site. The Owner has not performed his func-

tion thoroughly, leaving to Architect and Builder the equally

thorough performance of theirs. A great gain would be
made for all concerned could the Owner be induced "to
attend to his own business," and, having carefully selected

a suitable site, accurately measured his requirements and
finances—in other words, performed all the acts that pertain

to his function—pass the problem on to the Architect, leaving

it to him to supply his particular element of the enterprise, in

conformity with the general law.—No part of a building im-
dertaking should be performed as a single matter, unrelated
to all the other elements of the enterprise.

We should, perhaps, be going too far afield were we here
to tmdertake to show that nothing in itself, by and for itself,

is excellent. When we speak of the qualities of anything
we tacitly refer to relationships and correspondences under-
stood. There is no such thing a,, a i^ood house, considered
apart from all its purposes. It is the satisfactory fulfillment

of all its purposes that makes a house admirable. When the

average layman decides to " build him a house " he usually

starts with a number of incoherent impressions of buildings
that he has seen at one time and another. He believes he
has a fairly clear picture in his mind of what he wants ; in

reality it is a very foggy image, a mere piece of patchwork.
It is not anything that is at all architectural. If called upon
to express it in exact terms or delineate it precisely on paper,
he would discover how vaporous his notions are. It is like

the knowledge possessed by many people—inexact. We all

think we know a great many things until we are strictly ex-
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amined. Now, these architectural notions or pictures of the
Owner's seem to him to be the most imoortant of all things;
they are not. They mislead him into attempting more or less

to select a site as though it were a frame for a picture. The
authors of this booic will not have succeeded in their purpose
unless they succeed in inducing him to put these pictures
aside, and address himself to the selection of a site for his

home upon much more prosaic considerations. The follow-

ing are the prime factors which should determine the selec-

tion of a site, and the Owner should consider them care-
fully, one by one

:

Factor I.

—

Proximity to Business or Employment:

With this must be included transit facilities. The aver-

age business man cannot very well afford to locate

himself permanently at a greater distance from the

headquarters of his vocation than can be traversed

within an hour's time. Assuming this, he has an ap-

proximate radius of twenty to twenty-five miles within

which to pitch his tent. The selection of a site for the

home at any greater distance is not to be recommended.
More than one hour's travel night and morning entails

too severe a strain, not only upon the traveler himself,

but upon the domestic arrangements, which must be
regulated to conform to his requirements.

Factor II.

—

Proximity to Transit Facilities, Stores,

Schools, Churches:

In one particular, at least, Factor II is closely related

to Factor I. The one hour spoken of above is, of

course, computed from the home to the office. There-
fore, the farther the site is from the railroad station,

the nearer the railroad station must be to the city. As
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a matter of practice, it is inadvisable to locate one's

house beyond a fifteen-minute walk or ride of the sta-

tion. In the case of walk ag, this is equivalent to about

three-quarters of a mile. In the case ol a trolley ser-

vice, the distance would be a mile and a half or more,
depending upon local conditions. The former applies

to suburban villages with a population of five thousand
or under; the latter to the larger suburban towns and
provincial cities. In suburban villages, as defined above,
land situated farther from the station than fifteen min-
utes' walk is usually farm land, or very nearly such.
" Modern improvement: " are rarely carried out far-

ther from the centc. . Land of this character is beyond
the purview of the present book.

Factor III.

—

Public Utilities:

One cannot be dogmatic on this point, but the Owner
is strongly recommended not to locate his home on any
site that is not supplied with a public water service, gas
or electricity, sewers, macadamized or built roadways,
and permanent sidewalks. He should also take the pre-

caution tc see tiiat t'.io streeia have been legally laid out,

and are not the result of purely private geography.

Factor IV.

—

Healthiness of the Locality:

This is a difficult matter to determine in any scientific

manner. It is hard to obtain reliable facts. Old resi-

dents are prone to act as in the fable the fox who had
lost his tail. Real-estate agents are naturally biased,

if not perverted, by the desire to consummate a sale.

There are, however, one or two points that the Owner
can decide for himself. Perhaps the most important
is to ascertain whether the lot in view is low-lying and
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subject to poo! drainage. To determine this, pits may
be sunk and pains taken to inspect the land under the
most disadvantageous conditions—during winter time,

In the fall, or spring, after long-continued rain. More-
over, one can easily determine whether the ground is

cold and clayey (bad) and gauge the amount of sun-
shine and light that is the inevit.-ble possession of the
lot. In this conclusion the Owner should assume that
all the land lying beyond the property he intends lo

acquire is completely built up or occupied.

Factor V.

—

The General Character of the Neighbor-
viooo AND the Neighbors :

Much of this factor can be decided by the eye and by
a few judicious inquiries. The directory and a knowl-
edge of the pursuits of the residents will add to the in-

formation. But there is really no way of deciding the
matter for oneself with certainty except by living in

the locality for a time, and this extreme course is

strongly recommended. The old saying is, " We don't
know people until we have summered and wintered with
them." This is a literal matter of fact in dealing with
a locality. The business of selecting a site for a home
is serious enough to warrant any man in testing his

selection by a year's preliminary residence. People's
tastes and temperaments count for too much in success-
ful home building to be disregarded. Incongruous or
inhospitable surroundings are fatal.

Factor VI.

—

Relation of Value of Lot to Cost of
House :

One of the most grievous mistakes that the Owner can
make is to build a house the cost of which is out of
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proportion to the value of the land upon which he locates

it. In this matter of proportion are involveu a number
of the foregoing factors that, at first sight, may seem

to be entirely irrelevant. It is easy to see that the

higher the cost of the land the better, as a rule, will be

the character of future building operations, and the

higher, in a social sense, will be the tone of life of one's

neighbors. This is particularly true when the Owner
happens to be one of the first invaders of a locality. It

is, as a rule, better to strain one's resources as to the

price one pays for a lot than to strain them as to the

cost of the house. As a matter of fact, the one should

be strictly proportional to the other. It is, of course,

difficult to state this proportion mathematically, but one

is very safe in assuming that a house that costs to build

six or seven thousand dollars should not be erected on
a lot that costs less than fifteen to seventeen dollars a

front foot. When we say this we have in mind lots

of an average size, with all permanent modern improve-

ments, in a town of about five thousand inhabitants.

In larger communities the price given for the land must
be increased, and the proportion, therefore, altered.

Speaking of cities, in contradistinction to purely subur-

ban villages or towns, Mr. Richard M. Hurd gives the

following table, which is more valuable here as an illus-

tration of a principle than for practical calculations in

building country homes:
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On Land Vaidid na
FiONT Foot.

Annfe
frcouiie CoQMnictiaa mar U.

RamaHcn iUt Cost.

Per cubic
foot.

TouL

Is in smaller dties as
as

30
40
40

1:
60-:00
60-100

7S-ISO
12-16
16-30

20-25
20-30
25-40
30-50
40-100

Frame detached •Is to I7
5 to 7

5 to 8
6 to 9
7 to 10

8 to 13
10 to 15
13 to 18

15 to 30
15 to as
10 to IC

13 to 18
IC to 30
18 to 35
30 up
40 up
soup

•400 to ISoo
800 to 1,000

1,500 to 3,000
3,500 to 3,000
3,000 to 4,000
4,500 to 6,000
6,000 to 10,000
io,ocoto 30,000
i3,ooc 'o 30,000
15,000 to 50,000
6,000 to 15,000
10,000 to 30,000
30,000 to 50,000
40,000 to 60,000
100,000 to 150,000
300,000 to 400,000
500,000 up

10 in smaller dties Frame detached
30 in smaller dties Frame detached
30 in smaller dties Frame or brick
40 in smaller dties Frame or brick
50 in smaller cities Brick detached
75 in smaller dties
100 in smaller dties
I SO in smaller dties
350 in smaller dties
500 in lar^st dties

750 in largest dties
1,000 in largest dties
a.ooo in largest dties

3,000 in largest dties

Brick or stone detached .

.

Brick or stone detached.

.

Brick or stone detached .

.

Brick or stone detached.

.

Brick or stone block
Brick or stone block
Brick or stone block
Brick or stone block
Fireproof

S.ooo in largest dties Fireproof
7,500-9,000 in largest dties Fireproof

•The cost of labor and materiab has increased so much of late that these figures are
perhaps 35% too low.

This author, too, takes care to point out the advantage
of an even division of investment between land and
building. He says: "As against the certain physical

depreciation of the building there may be an apprecia-
tion of the land to offset it." And he estimates that the
physical depreciation of buildings if kept in repair is as
follows

:

Class or BuiLDiNa.

Cheap frame tenements
,

Ordinary frame residences
,

Cheap brick tenements and office buildings
Cheap brick or stone residences
Better class frame residences
Better class brick and stone residences
Good brick and stone office buildings
Steel skeleton btuldingh

* Life in jmn.

10 to

35 to

35 to

3Sto
35 to

50 to

75 to 100
Unknown

>S
30
30
so
50

7S

Aaniul
depreciAtioa.

5 to 10 %
3 to 3 %
3 to

I to

I to

I to

1%

3 %
a %
a %

•We assume Mr. Hurd means effective financial life, for, phjrsically, the life of build-
ings is longer than his figures indicate.
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Factor VII.—Size of Lot:

This is a factor that is naturally subject to many quali-

fications. Speaking of purely suburban places, we are

of the opinion that the Owner should avoid small lots.

Twenty-five-foot lots in tue country are an abomina-

tion; the choice of anything less than sixty feet is ques-

tionable; a seventy-five-foot lot is only just tolerable; if

the Owner can afford a one-hundred or one-hundred-

and-fifty foot frontage, all the better. Even then his

surroundings are only just ample enough to give him

some little space for lawns and foliage, and some secu-

rity against the encroachment of neighbors.

Factor VIIL—Choice of Town:

We do not here refer to any geographical selection, nor

to a choice between towns seacoast, inland, hilly, or low-

lying, big, or little, or otherwise. We wish to impress

upon the reader the advantages of locating himself m
the midst of a growing and advancing community, no

matter what its size may be. Some people advise,

"Live in a decaying, do business in an advancmg,

town." No doubt there is a certain quiet and even

melancholy enjoyment in the antiquated atmosphere of

a town that has " seen its best days " or is " just hold-

ing its own " with perhaps a picturesque simplicity, as

though it lay beyond the vicissitudes of time and the

energetic influences of modem life. The choice, how-

ever, that would select such a place for an abode is too

entirely personal and temperamental to be dealt with m
general terms. We are speaking here of the average

man and his requirements, and for the average man,

unquestionably, the proper location is the growing com-

munity. In the United States this is not difficult to dis-
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cover; indeed, the difficulty lies in the other direction.
Our statistics nearly all run upward, and by means of
them it is comparatively easy for any judicious Owner
to be waywise.

Finally, as a sort of parting advice, keep near to the lines
of transit; buy slowly (it is easier to buy than to sell) ; study
your situation carefully; clearly formulate for yourself what
is the object or end for which you are buying property; and
remember, it is impossible to conjoin all qualities and ad-
vantages in any one location. Your ultimate selection must
be something of a compromise. Speaking to the young man,
we should say: Don't fear to go into debt reasonably for a
home, provided you have some little means accumulated :.d
are healthy, industrious, and fixed in your purposes and
tastes.

One word more to the purchaser: Deal through a repu-
table real-estate broker. Obtain, wherever possible, the in-
surance of a title-guarantee company. In making your con-
tract for purchase, avoid all general conditions, such as
" subject to any of the facts as shown in a survey " or " sub-
ject to covenants o*- restrictions contained in prior deeds."
Insist upon seeing the specified covenant or restriction, and
then, if agreeable to you, cause it to be inserted in the
contract.
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CHAPTER III

" STYLE " AND THE OWNEr's REQUIREMENTS IN THE HOME

OUR Owner, so far, has decided that it is worth his while

(if, indeed, it does not " pay ") to build his own home

and has proceeded to select his site. He has to deal now
with a third element, namely, the nature of the house he

requires. We use the word "nature" advisedly because,

in our judgment, it is not permissible for the Owner to

go any further than to formulate in very general terms

the kind of house he prefers. Indeed, strictly speaking,

he should limit himself to a clear, complete specification

of his requirements, which, naturally, will be determined

by the size of his family, the character of his domestic

life, the vocations and avocations of its members, including,

of course, himself. It is not the function of the Owner to

say that his home shall be an Italian villa, an Elizabethan

mansion, " something Old Colonial," or, even, a Queen Anne
cottage. His bill of particulars must be confined, so to

speak, to his " domesticities." He must be convinced that

it may very well be that his real requirements will not fit

at all with the Italian villa or any other preference of his.

To impose upon the Architect in the beginning, say a " half-

timbered " style of house, and, at the same time, demand a

complete solution of a given schedule of utilitarian neces-

sities is, in a sense, similar to commissioning him to design

a building of well-defined type upon a set of abandoned

foundations intended primarily for something entirely dif-

ferent. We wish we did not feel compelled to speak as ex-
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tremists upon this point, for it would be so much more
" popular." We are convinced, however, that the best thing
an Owner can do is to trust his Architect exactly as he
trusts his doctor or his lawyer. The Owner's preferences
for this or that kind of a building will inevitably count for
something with an intelligent and reasonable architect, but,
after all, it is the foot that has to be fitted with the shot,
and all styles of shoes will not fit every kind of foot.

Usually the question, "What kind of house shall T
build?" is answered by the Owner in this wise: "I want
a house like Smith's, but I want added such and such
features, borrowed from Jones's house." Living by the
force of another's example may be very well in the field of
morals, but in artistic matters it has certainly the defect of
weakness. The Owner should want His Own house, not
a friend's or a neighbor's. Each family has its own mode
of living, its own particular circle of friends, its own special
requirements. No doubt we are all fairly well regimented
these days. We are all coerced more or less by customs and
social usages. Nevertheless, the value of different elements
is not exactly the same in all families, and it is just these
differences of values that should receive the fullest expres-
sion and be made the most of in the designing of homes. In
some families it is the purely domestic element that is para-
mount, in others the social. Elsewhere the chief interest
centers, perhaps, around the library or is devoted to music,
to sports or outdoor amusements, and so on. Now, if a
home is to be expressive of anything, it should be of the
lives of those who live in it. It is for this reason we con-
demn the ready-made house and the second-hand home.
The adjustment between them and their occupants' modes
of life can be but a rough adjustment, produced not by
rational compromises but by the suppression of the very
elements that should be the inspiration of the Architect
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and potent sources of character and individuality in the

design.

A similar line of reason prohibits the Owner living in the

houses of other periods than his own. It is strange that the

incongruity of purposely imitating other people's houses

does not strike us all forcibly, particularly when this imita-

tion is done in the name of Art. One might conclude, from

some of our twentieth-centitry homes, that some of our New
York financial men or Western manufacturers were, artis-

tically, the legatees of Sixteenth Century Italian cardinals

and aristocrats. It is difficult to believe that these people are

not " connected " in any way by birth, association, tempera-

r-.cnt, or history with mediaeval knights, Louis XIV seign-

eurs, Georgian squires, or Southern colonial planters. The

question should arise to some one: If the drab Modern

may be housed in far-oflf imitations of some ancient reality,

why would not his tailor be justified in marching him to

business in a cardinal's robe, or silken doublet and hose?

If we apply the connoted method of production to any other

art or science how ridiculous it would seem to everyone!

Think of the engineer copying some previous structure al-

most rivet for rivet! Think of a naval architect deciding

that the Spanish Galleon of 1550 is preferable to a Dutch

Merchantman of 1650 for modern traffic in the West Indian

trade! What would we say of an author who should set

to work deliberately to write a novel with a Colonel New-

come in it, a Little Dorrit, or a Micawber? The purely imi-

tative or copy-book production is intolerable, even to the mul-

titude, in every art except architecture, and, therefore, no

one smiles at Italian villas in New Jersey, sunken gardens

in Long Island, Elizabethan and Georgian villas around

Chicago or in the suburban regions of Philadelphia or

Boston.

The Owner should not even suggest to an architect his
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hankering after these false gods, these sham antiquities.

Indeed, if any architect should point out to him the desir-

ability of his possessing something " Old Colonial," Queen
Anne, or Elizabethan, let him know by that token that he
is certainly not dealing with a true artist, although he may
be in treaty with a nominal architect. Let us frankly admit
that the Owner will find it extremely diflficult to discover an
architect who will undertake to produce and not reproduce

a design for him. Architecture to-day is tainted by factory

processes. It is very much simpler to imitate and copy and
talk about Art than to get down to the laborious ask of

making a real design.

Of course the foregoing will not be read by th» Owner
as a plea for what is sometimes called " novelty in architec-

ture." A really meritorious novelty is a rare bird in archi-

tecture. Just as the engineer works with old engineering
principles, time-tested material, and well-established meth-
ods, so must an architect work with old elements. An author
does not create a new alphabet or a new language in order
to write a new book, nor does he on the other hand imitate.

There will be steep roofs and flat roofs, columns and arches,

half-timbered work, stucco and brick, color and light and
shade for the Architect to work with, long after every pres-

ent-known style has vanished from the earth. It is out of
these and similar elements, not out of copy books, that the

great builders of the past wrought their architecture. There
is no reason to-day why these materials, good enough for

our predecessors, are not good enough also for us. AH we
require is to 'jse them with the same sincerity. The Owner
can contribute immensely to the cause of architecture by
freeing the Architect from the preliminary requests to do
"something" like this or that. Every Owner of even a
little suburban house may L-ecome, in a measure, by sticking

to this rule, a real patron and promoter of Art.
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It must not be understood, however, that because we
condemn the imitation of older buildings we wish to see the

great historical " styles " banished or, like queer extinct

animals, removed permanently to the great museum of the

past, where to the curious are exhibite< the outworn relics

of man's endeavor. There is a sense in which the study, not

the imitation, of previous buildings is thoroughly legitimate.

There is a sense even in which the most original of archi-

tects will not succeed, if his work is legitimate, in emanci-

pating himself from the past. Every " style " and type of

building, it will be easy to understand, embodies a certain

amoimt of reality and experience. In a greater or lesser

degree each was a solution of certain difficulties, and a satis-

faction, more or less complete, of certain wants. Some, in-

deed, may be regarded as complete. Now a complete solu-

tion is a final solution. Suppose for a moment that a race of

highly intelligent Indians should devote themselves, genera-

tion after generation, to the perfection of the wigwam, in

a given locality, under stated conditions. Suppose, more-

over, that they should completely solve the problem attacked.

The wigwam thus devised, in so far as it contained elements

of permanent experience, elemeits that every other Indian

builder, to the end of time, would have to produce, would
be eternally true. If the " style " were lost, succeeding gen-

erations, taught again by experience, would be compelled to

arrive at more or less the same result as that attained by
their predecessors. Thus, to speak by parallel, were the

world to forget its arithmetic it would, in the course of time,

recreate the multiplication table, and this later multiplication

table would be a precise facsimile of the older.

In all real architectural " styles " there are certain " final

expressions," certain permanently legitimate forms, certain

fixed principles, certain rational and aesthetic elements that

are of the very constitution of things. We shall have to
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change the human mind and human conditions before they
cease to be beautiful and sound. Art, no matter what else
it may be, is certainly not all mere opinion. It has been
said that give the same facts to everybody, everybody would
think alike. So, given the same architectural problem and
the same capacity to solve it perfectly, all similar architec-
tural problems will be solved alike.

If we have made this clear to the Owner he will under-
stand why we tell him in one breath that he must not imitate
past "styles," and with our next words assert that past
" styles " must not, and, indeed, cannot be disregarded with
impunity. There have been certain periods in the world's
history when men have addressed themselves assiduously to
the solution of certain architectural problems. The Egyptian
architect worked for centuries upon hia tombs and temples;
the Greek upon his theaters and temples; the Roman upon
his baths and forums; the architect of the Middle Ages upon
his churches and cathedrals; the men of the Renaissance
upon their palaces and places of worship; the Englishmen
of a somewhat later day upon their baronial halls and their
more modest homes. In each of these cases certain results
were attained which were, within limits, if not perfect, at
least of rare excellence. Where we to-day have precisely
the same problems we cannot do better than accept so much
as is inevitable in their results. After all, we shall not ac-
cept a great deal, because both conditions and men alter
much with the passing of each generation, and we can find
enough to inspire our " originality " in seeking to give com-
plete expression to the altered mood and the varied condi-
tions of our own day without struggling to depart from the
fundamental achievements of past architecture.

What do we mean when we say a building is of a certain
" Style "? Professor Hamlin, in his " History of Architec-
ture," defines and describes style as follows:
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" Style is quality ; the ' historic styles ' are phases of de-

velopment. Style is character expressive of definite con-

ceptions, as of grandeur, gayety, or solemnity. An historic

style is the particular phase, the characteristic manner of

design, which prevails at a given time and place. It is not

the result of mere accident or caprice, but of intellectual,

moral, social, religious, and even political conditions. Gothic

architecture could never have been invented by the Greeks,

nor could the Egyptian styles have grown up in Italy. Each
style is based upon some fundamental principle springing

from its surrounding civil zation, which undergoes succes-

sive developments until it either reaches perfection or its

possibilities are exhausted, after which a period of decline

usually sets in. This is followed either by a reaction and

the introduction of some radically new principle leading to

the evolution of a new style, or by the final decay and extinc-

tion of the civilization and its replacement by some younger

and more virile element. Thus the history of architecture

appears as a connected chain of causes and effects succeed-

ing each other without break, each style growing out of that

which preceded it, or springing out of the fecundating con-

tact of a higher with a lower civilization. To study archi-

tectural styles is, therefore, to study a branch of the history

of civilization." Style is, therefore, intimately connected

with our life. It is not a thing which is created on the spur

of the moment or drawn at random from the imagination.

It requires a long time to develop and is no iceable only

after a considerable period of time has elapsed and many
stages have been completed. From the civilization of Egypt
to the present age of Invention and Commerce each period

has produced a Style of architecture which faithfully re-

flects the most pronounced tendencies of that epoch. Egypt

and Greece had their temples, and Rome its pompous public

buildings. The advent of Christianity brought with it the
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beginning of church building. The Middle Ages introduced

the fortified castle and tl( Gothic style, and modern times

are developing the place of business and the homo. It is with

the home that we are at present concerned. It was in Eng-
land and to some extent in the Low Countries that the subur-

ban home had its inception. Roughly speaking, we niight

place its beginning in the middle of the sixteenth century,

coincident with the reign of Elizabeth. It is at this time

that the tendency to real home life becomes noticeable. Mr.
Green, in his " Short History of the Engli«^h People," re-

marks in a chapter on The England of Elizabeth

:

" It is from this period indeed that we can first date the

rise of a conception which seems to us now as a peculiarly

English on°, the conception of domestic comfort. The chim-

ney corner, so closely associated with family life, came
into existence with the general introduction of chimneys, a
feature rare in ordinary houses at the beginning of this

reign. Pillows, which had before been despised by the

farmer and the trader as fit only ' for women '. childbed,'

were now in general use. Carpets superseded the filthy

flooring of rushes. The lofty houses of the wealthier mer-
chants, their parapeted fronts and costly wainscoting, their

cumbrous but elaborate beds, their carved staircases, their

quaintly figured gables, not only contrasted with the squalor

which had till then characterized English towns, but marked
the rise of a new middle class, which was to jlay its part in

later history. A transformation of an even more striking

kind proclaimed the extinction of the feudal character of the

noblesse. Gloomy walls and serried battlements disappeared

from the dwellings of the gentry. The strength of the

mediaeval fortress gave way to the pomp and grace of the

Elizabethan Hall. Knole, Longleat, Burleigh and Hatfield,

Hardwick and Audley End, are familiar instances of the

social as well as architectural change which covered Eng-
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BUILDING A HOME
land with buildings where the thought of defense was aban-
doned for that of domestic comfort and refinement. We
still gaze with pleasure on their picturesque line of gables,
heir fretted fronts, their gilded turrets and fanciful vanes,
their castellated gateways, the jutting oriels from whiJi
the great noble looked down on his new Italian garden, on
its stately terraces and broad flights of steps, its vases and
fountains, its quaint mazes, its formal walks, its lines of
yews cut into grotesque shapes in hopeless rivalry of the
cypress avenues of the South. The Italian refinement of life,

which told on pleasaunce and garden, told on the remodeling
of the house within, raised the principal apartments to an
upper floor—a change to which we owe the grand stair-
cases of the time—surrounded the quiet courts by long
' galleries of the presence,' crowned the rude hearth with
huge chimney-pieces adorned with fauns and cupids, with
quaintly interlaced monograms and fantastic arabesques,
hung tapestries on the walls, and crowded each chamber
with quaintly carved chairs and costly cabinets. The life

of the Middle Ages concentrated itself in the vast castle
hall, where the baron looked from his upper dais on the re-
tainers who gathered at his board. But the great house-
holds were fast breaking up, and the whole feudal economy
disappeared when the lord of the household withdrew with
his family into his ' Parlour ' or ' withdrawing room,' and left
the hall to his dependents. The prodigal use of glass became
a marked feature in the domestic architecture of the time,
and one whose influence on the general health of the people
can hardly bo overrated. Long lines of windows stretched
over the fronts of the new manor halls. Every merchant's
house had its oriel. ' You shall have sometimes,' Lord Bacon
grumbled, ' your houses so full of glass that we cannot tell
where to come to be out of the sun or the cold.'

"

It is natural, therefore, that we should look chiefly to
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England for the prototype of our American suburban home.
As a matter of fact, this is precisely what we have done.
We sec, accordingly, in our American suburban houses
Elizabethan, Jacobean, Georgian, and Queen Anne styles
adapted as nearly as the conditions will permit.

It is not slavish copying that we have reference to. The
type of suburban-house architecture was evolved in Great
Britain in response to a real demand, which exists to-day
m the United States as it did in England then. It is not
unreasonable, nor does it imply any want of " originality,"
therefore, to adopt the solution of the English house as a
basis. No doubt, if we were to absolutely discard every
suburban house that was ever done abroad and start right
from the beginning to work out our own type or style we
should, after passing through the same stages and transi-
tion- arrive at something like the result which we are
ent

. • ay adoption and adaptation, to attain without pre-
tending to any originality. Having accepted this tradition
as we do the rules of arithmetic, we continue to discover
and create new conditions. This is the development of Style
that is to be desired in this country. We have it in the very
best of our suburban houses; it promises a national style
which will become the more apparent as time allows it oppor-
timity to manifest itself.

We must carry this idea of ours a little further in order
to give it its full application. The Owner must be warned
of the fact that in current architecture there is no* only a
great deal of direct imitation o^ by-gone " styles," but the
planning of our houses is, in o very great measure, influ-
enced by certain requirements that are quite as much tra-
ditional as actual. It is well to remember that modem
house plans ha rt been evolved from the plans of the big aris-
tocratic house; of the past. These big aristocratic houses
were planned lo meet requirements that were, at the time,
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very reasonable. The lordly owner of the mansion or

chateau had his requirements, his wife had hers. There

were ma' guests to entertain, a host of servants or retain-

ers to p ide for. The family lived en fete. Drawing-

rooms, boudoirs, picture galleries, were a necessary part of

the stage setting of the aristocratic life of the day. But to-

day is another day. We do not, perhaps, recognize how
much of this past, of which we have been speaking, has been

transplanted in a dwarfed and impoverished state into our

small suburban houses. The good suburbanite feels that the

plan of his house is inadequate unless it provides for him a

certain number of apartments—a vestibule, a hall, a drawing-

room, dining room, den, library, butler's pantry, kitchen,

laundry, etc. The house measures perhaps thirty by fifty, but

no matter how tight the squeeze, the Owner demands that

the entire category of rooms shall, somehow, be pressed into

the plan. As a result, the vestibule is too small, the hall,

with its little fireplace, is a mere draughty piece of show.

The drawing-room impresses the visitor as a cold, stiflF apart-

ment dedicated to snobbery. The dining room is really in-

sufficient for the family. The den is little better than a

cell, and the library is merely an exposition of barren humor.

The butler's pantry would be an absurdity if a real well-fed

butler had to occupy it, and the kitchen is only a torture

chamber for the lady of the house and her domestic. Why
must the Owner possess so many little boxHke rooms ? Are
they really necessary to his comfort? If he will stop to

think for a moment he wi" reach the conclusion with him-

self that he demands these requirements solely because his

neighbors have them, and his neighbors have them because

they, in turn, imitated somebody else's house, who imitated

somebody else's house, and so on backward. But, as we
recede into the past, we witness these apartments becoming

more spacious, more in consonance with the actual daily lives
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of the householders. The modern house plan has really not

been developed from the past; rather it is the past com-
pressed, pauperized, perverted—little tabloid plans of the

past. In a large house of to-day, maybe, there is plenty of

reason and space for numerous apartments, each devoted to

a special use, but in the ordinary house this certainly is not

the case. A majority of owners would be much better

served by dividing their limited floor area into two or three

rooms, each devoted to a group of related uses. For in-

stance, would not one big living room, well lighted, amply
ventilated, reasonably decorated and furnished, serve better

as the general living or assembly room than the customary

three or four constricted compartments? Such an assembly

room could be built and furnished for use. Thf family

could gather around a real fireplace, there would be space

for substantial furniture, there could be a sufficient place

for the piano, and in a large alcove or bay, connected

with the serving room and kitchen, there could easily be

provided a suitable recess for an ample dining table. A
very small room adjacent to the entrance would serve for

formal visitors and the calls of strangers (Figs. 57, 60). A
scheme of this kind really fits more closely to the actual life

of our people than the present scheme, which allots to the

casual caller the major part of the floor space and sequesters

the family and the friend of the family to a relativei, much
smaller room. No doubt most owners would accept a plan

based on the real facts of their life if they would but consider

their own preferences, but, in a sense, we are all snobs, and
would rather make a brave show before the world than

study our own comfort behind the domestic curtain. Here
and there, however, people are breaking away from the old

traditions, and the big single-room plan is not so unusual as

it used to be. A rational plan is bound to be developed.

It will be imderstood, of course, that we are not directly
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advocating any plan as a sort of " universal panacea." The
foregoing is intended merely by way of illustration. We
wish to make clear thereby the principle which should guide
the Owner when deciding the kind of a house he wants. It
is the function of the Architect and the Architect alone to
actually lay out the plan of the house. The Architect, how-
ever, cannot do his best work so long as he is even tacitly
bound by a false or illogical set of conditions implied in the
commission he receives from the Owner.

I <

I

Note.—The reader must distinctly understand that many of the iUustra-
tions that appear in these pages are given merely for their value as suggesUons
They have stiU another value which should not be overlooked. The appre-
ciation of good forms and tasteful arrangements is in a large measure a
matter of experience and insUniction. By a careful study of the illustrationsm this book the reader will perceive, in a general way, the kind of house the
authors are striving to induce him to obtain. It should be remembered that
the low artistic value of the ordinary house is not due to modesty of expendi-
tures, but to the fact that money is spent to obtain cheap and tawdry results.
The same sum expended by a person of taste would produce not as costly
an effect as is exhibited in some of our illustrations, but one that would
possess an equal artistic character.
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Fig. 2.—Colonial ty|)e of bungalow. The archiieitural treatment is

simple and veratiou.s, and with a few modifications the design can ea.sily be
adapted for the .simplest class of suburban hou.ses. A second ll(M>r could easily

be arranged for. For conditions thiu prevail in the Eastern and Middle States

a cellar would be necessary. In recent years the l)ungalow has apparentiv
become i)opular in the suburbs, and the following illu.strations are given for

the pur|x)se of illustrating certain general elTects that could be obtained at

a verv moderate outlav.
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I-K.. 15.—A simi>k' anhitiTtiiral trfatment of a h(.u>. of moderate size.
The reader should note thai at the termination of the left win;? the architect
has provided a service court for kitchen and domestic reciuircments.
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CHAPTER IV

SELECTING THE ARCHITECT

NEXT to deciding, it is desirable to build, the most im-
portant step in building the home is, without doubt,

the selection of the Architect. For it is at this very point
that the Owner's function ends as a free agent in the trans-
action. When the Architect enters upon the scene, the
Owner withdraws, if not actually from the stage, at least to
a subordinate position in the rear. The authors recognize
how unpalatable this proceeding is to the average Owner.
It seems like expelling him from the feast precisely at the
moment when the real fun is about to begm. No other coun-
sel, however, is possible if the Owner is really to obtain a
completely satisfactory result. It is to be hoped that the
Owner will accept this advice in a spirit of humility and, as
compensation, will * prepared to appreciate to the utmost
how important to him is the task of selecting the Architect,
for that is most decidedly a part of his legitimate work.
Usually, the Owner is not sufficiently painstaking or scru-
pulous in the discharge of this important part of his per-
sonal function. He does not always go about the business
with the care that he bestows upon the choice of a doctor
or a lawyer, and certainly with nothing like the pains he
takes in the employment of a responsible clerk or domestic.
The process of reasoning that produces this indifference is

difficult to understand. It cannot be that the average Owner
imagines that all architects are alike, nor arc we justified
in supposing that there exists a general ignorance equal to

6$
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that of Speaker Cannon's, when he inquired: "What's an
architect, anyway? " No doubt the Architect still continues

to exist in the minds of many Owners as a species of neces-

sary evil. This, perhaps, explains why it is that so often

the Owner proceeds in a spirit of perverted prudence to

select an Architect in a way just the opposite of that he
would pursue were he about to do any other business act

of permanent importance. Architecture, of course, is a sal-

able commodity, but is it necessary to buy it as one might
buy drygoods on a bargain counter? In selecting an Archi-

tect, the Owner is purchasing ability and experience not by
any means of a common kind. It really does not do to

select an Architect as one would a disengaged barber in a
hair-cutting establishment. A rational choice demands a
little more method. It seems almost ridiculous to be com-
pelled to announce that the Architect should be selected for

his ability, and even because of the kind of ability that he
possesses. Even more ridiculous does it seem to be con-

strained to proceed and add that such ability demands ade-

quate financial compensation. It is true, nevertheless, that

in many instances the Architect's legitimate pay is somewhat
grudgingly given. The Architect who works cheapest is

held in a certain estimation, and is too often supposed to be
the most likely fellow. This is all a grievous error, founded
on gross misapprehension and lack of appreciation. The
Architect is every bit as indispensable in his field of activity

as, let us say, the engineer in his. The United States Gov-
ernment did not select the cheapest engineers obtainable to

design the Panama Canal, nor do our railway companies
emplo}' the cheapest engineers to build their bridges. It is

useless to multiply examples to illustrate the absurdity of the

notion. Even the most economical business men have
learned that the lowest-priced articles or ser\'ices are not in-

evitably the cheapest. It is as necessary to consider effi-
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ciency as cost. In truth, the que;.tic:i of cost i? very largely

a question of efficiency. This is precijely the case with the

building of a home, the success or the failure of which de-

pends in great measure on the care and skill with which the

plans have been made, and all other steps taken that ante-

cede the selection of the mrterial. The efficiency with which
the actual work of cc . tion is supervised and directed

is also an element of p '"mportance.

No doubt it is not diuicult to find Architects who are
willing to design the Owner's house for less than the pro-

fessionally established fee. But this proves nothing, save
that that particular Architect is either not a very busy man
or is unprofessional. The unprofessional doctor is dubbed
a quack; the unprofessional Architect is in most instances

not any more trustworthy. The cheaper Architect is prone
not only to reduce the cost of his own services but the cost of
the construction of the house, and this danger is one against
which the Owner needs to be most seriously warned. Cheap
materials and shoddy workmanship may perform a tempo-
rary service. It is utterly impossible for them to satisfy

a permanent requirement. The inevitable outcome must be
dissatisfaction, not only with the design of the house, but,

more vitally, with its construction as well. In such cases

the repair bill makes an early appearance in the life of the
domicile. Afterwards it is a frequent and costly visitor.

It soon filches every unwise saving, and continues to make
its demands with the increasing insistence of a usurer dur-
ing the whole lifetime of the building. There is a tendency
on the part of the Owner to believe that the good Archi
tect delights in making him spend a great deal more money
than he can afford to spend, or than is really necessary.

This larger outlay, it is said, the cheap Architect will dis-

pense with. No doubt! But an experienced Architect

knows better than to recommend any uneconomical reduc-
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tion of cost, simply because he has had experience, and has
learned positively that certain precautions must be taken,

certain materials installed, if the house is to be really ade-

quate during its natural existence. The expenditures de-

manded by efficiency are not dictated by an arbitrary love

of spending somebody else's money.
We hope it is not necessary to add that the foregoing

remarks are not intended to create the impression that the

Architect who charges the highest fee is the best man to

select. Some Architects, undoubtedly, put an almost pro-
hibitive price on their services when the commission offered

to them relates to a small suburban house. The fact is,

such men are too busy to bother with small buildings. Their
time, and the time of their office force, is wholly absorbed
in the construction of more remunerative work. Ver> often
the greater interest and closer attention which a yoimger
and less experienced man will give to a job will more than
compensate for the greater prestige of the big Architect.

Indeed, we must not overlook the fact that very often the
busy Architect will intrust to a subordinate the smaller work
that comes to his office. After all, the question we are rais-

ing is finally one of capacity. It is incumbent upon the
Owner to seek and purchase capacity. The fame and ex-
perience of an Architect is one of his guides to the qualities

he is seeking. In a rough sense it is, perhaps, the mo.st

important guide he can follow. If he discards it and permits
himself to be controlled by other influences, it is incumbent
upon him to exercise great care and intelligence. Certainly
he must not permit himself to go to the other extreme and
commit the destiny of his house to the cheap man because
he is cheap, or to the youn? man just entering the profes-
sion simply because he lack!> experience, and is willing to
promise results without adeqi te means to reasonably attain
them.
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Another consideration of importance to the Owner in

selecting an Architect is to remember that there are special-

ists in architecture as in medicine and law, and as> in fact,

in almost all professions or trades. There are, of course,

Architects whose practice embraces all kinds of structures,

but even in such cases it is plainly noticeable that they design

certain types of buildings more successfully than they do
others. We, therefore, earnestly counsel the Owner to

select an Architect who is in the habit of designing suburban
houses in preference to one whose work is chiefly confined

to office buildings, railroad stations, or churches.

Finally, let the Owner, In selecting an Architect, select

an Architect whose work, more or less as a whole, is known
to him and liked and admired by him. We know dangers
lurk in this advice, but after all is said we do not thii^ it

is legitimate to ask the Owner to discard his own prefer-

ences and take his architecture as he takes his physic, in

the hope that it is doing him good. We shall probably never

get architecture on a sound fotmdation until it is fotmded in

a generous measure upon popular preference, and until it

is sanctioned by a real popular appreciation. Of course,

under this ruling the Owner, if he likes bad architecture, will

buy bad architecture. This cannot be averted by any coun-

sel we may give. Perhaps the saddest thing that can be said

about current architecture is not that the average quality

is so poor, but that the work itself, poor as it is, does not

really delight anybody. Take the case of popular music,

for instance ; it does not rank very high as music, but then

it is popular. It does give pleasure. It does set the chords

of many people vibrating. A popular art, popularly appre-

ciated, is a profotmdly significant phenomenon. It is subject

to development. It may very well be the «tepping-stone to

better things. Like a living language, i .lay some day be

the noble instrument of noble thoughts and emotions. The
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only really dead art is the art which nobody cares for, or
the art that is the affair of a few dilettanti. Let the
Owner, therefore, for good or for evil, choose the Archi-
tect whose work he knows and admires. Let him learn
all he possibly can about what the man has done. As far
as possible let him make it a business to study his build-
ings, making comparisons between these buildings and the
buildings of other men. If scrutiny and comparison both
confirm him in his choice, let him give that Architect his
commission.

There is one warning the Owner must take very seri-
ously to heart:

When considering any Architect's work let it be the
actual buildings themselves that he studies, not mere pic-
tures of them—perspectives or photographs, particularly
perspectives. To study an Architect's work in this way
is very much like taking the shadow for the substance,
and the old fable illustrates how much may be lost by that
process.

We would like the reader to remember that in a certain
very real sense no building or piece of architecture can pos-
sibly be represented by a picture of any kind whatsoever, no
matter by whom the delineation is made. A picture, no
doubt, conveys some information, but after careful consid-
eration we are inclined to think that it deceives in the most
subtle and most important matters. It is easy for anyone
to test this. Let some one make for you a faithful drawing
of, say, a house that you have not seen, belonging to one of
your friends. Study the picture, then make your friend a
visit. Compare the portrayal with the thing represented.
Note your first impressions. How surely they will inform
you of something maladjusted, something out of scale, some
essential difference between your expectation and your
realization! Here we have the false element in the picture,
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for the picture is, after all, only a sort of description, and

no description ever describes. It merely stirs the imagina-

tion to work upon whatever facts lie within it.

Now when the Architect > akes a perspective he is mak-

ing for you only a general description of the building he

expects to build for you. He cannot be any more faithful

to the reality than the medium in which he works will per-

mit. As a matter of fact, however, the Architect is rarely

as faithful as the means he employs permit him to be. Like

any other story-teller, he possesses a natural instinct to

decorate his tale, to insist upon the salient points, and so

dramatize or idealize much that is really commonplace.

The Owi.er must allow for this exaggeration if he inspects

pictures instead of buildings.

In certain of the current periodicals there appear from
time to time drawings and descriptions of houses that it is

said may be built for $3,500 or $5,000. How charming
these houses look on paper, embosomed in the midst of hills,

surrounded by picturesque shrubbery, with a carriage and
a pair of horses at the door that cost as much as the house
itself, and with the dainty lady, with her parasol, elegantly

descending the front steps! Who would not like to possess

such a house as that for the modest sum of $5,000! " Cas-

tles in Spain " we have all heard about, but what shall we say

of these suburban homes in Fairyland? There must be

builders in that happy land who work for a song, and
plumbers and steam fitters who labor for the pure delight of

satisfying an art-intoxicated people. It all reminds one of

those other fanciful pictures that we see on billboards and
in advertisements of elegantly dressed young men who, we
are told, clothe themselves in an ultra-fashionable manner
at the contemptibi low cost of $10 per suit. We know
we can buy the suit for $10, but we also know that the

appearance will be utterly lacking; for, after all, shoddy and
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mercerized cloth cannot be a real substitute for fine tweed
and cashmere.

In most cases these fine pictures of cheap houses are
lying pictures. They are intended to deceive; at any rate,
tb- do deceive. They mislead because they give to the
.iOi.se a quality, a finish, a style, and character that cannot
be obtained with the cheaper material and the inferior (not
poor) workmanship that must necessarily be used in houses
of the cheaper grade. Let the Owner, therefore, refrain
from studymg an Architect's work in pictures alone. Photo-
graphs may be " helps," but they can be no more. The build-
mg Jtself is, after all. the main thing, the only thing, and
study at "first hand" wiU always repay the eflfort it

demands.
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Fig: 21.—Another example of the Enghsh half-timbered house as modi-
fied to meet American requirements.

Fig. 22.—a large bungalow with a more complicated floor plan. The
building is of lumber and the treatment is idiomatic, using w(xxl as w(K>d,
without simulating any of the forms that properly belong to other materials.'
The common practice of using w(H)den, Ionic, and other classical columns on
shingK- houMs has ver>- little to recommend it. The owner should studv the
manner in which the :)rights on the veranda of this building have been designed.
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Fk. 2^ An l-.ngli^h (k^j^n of a di-ta»lu-<l villa.
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, I ic. 29.—A gcM.ii example of timl)ere(l construction conjoined with a very
moderate u>e of '.rick. This Ijuilding is not an imitation of any classified style.

It shows what an architect may do who "follows his material" in a straight-

forward manner.
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Fii;. 31.—An ixcillent modem version of an old Colonial doorway.
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CHAPTER V

THE ARCHITECT

^TpHE Owner has practically played out his part in the
J. building of his home. He has decided that he wants

certain accommodations and has intrusted the satisfaction

of his requirements to an expert—the Architect—who be-
comes his agent or attorney in the transactions with other
experts which we will discuss in following chapters. More
than that, the Architect henceforth is the court of final ap-
peal in all matters pertaining to the building. The Owner
will be called in only in a secondary and advisory capacity
where possible alternatives present themselves. This does
not mean that the Architect, because he is now in the ascend-
ency, has a free hand to do what he pleases. As a matter
of fact, if the Owner has done his own work completely, the
Architect is professionally bound, hand and foot, to solve
as completely as possible a stated problem along clearly
formulated lines.

The Architect has no business to build a house as though
it were for himself. His entire training, if it has been thor-
ough, has led him to accept, in a candid and completely de-
tached frame of mind, conditions as they are imposed upon
him. His life has been spent, so to speak, solving other
people's difficulties. He has built churches for faiths that
are not his; he has planned commercial buildings for indus-
tries with which, possibly, he has very little sympathy; he
has designed hotels in which we can very well imagine he
would personally never care to reside. It is so with other
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people's homes. The problem to be solved is the whole

thing, and to that and that alone does the trained Architect

address himself. Complete sympathy with the problem, and
perfect personal detachment from the result are two of the

distinct characteristics of high professional skill. This men-
tal impartiality, this intellectual subjection to the facts of the

case, is not, of course, accompanied by anything that resem-

bles artistic apathy, for the Architect must be artist as well

as planner and constructor. The Architect as artist has a
right to suppose that the client demands in his buildings as

much of the artistic as he can possibly obtain. The Owner's
choice of an Architect indicated a preference, and it is for

this reason that we recommended the Owner, in the last

chapter, to select the Architect whose work he most admires.

Contrary to popular belief, it is quite as difficult to design

a house of modest pretensions as it is to design the palace

of a millionaire. In fact, the modest house, costing from
five to ten thousand dollars, may be made to display charm,

and be the result of as much thought as one costing a hun-

dred times that sum. The Architect who works upon the

smaller problem (we mean the conscientious and scrupulous

man, of course) labors just as carefully as when he is work-
ing with tens of thousands of dollars to spend. In designing

the small house, the Architect has not only to obtain an
admirable result, but his work is complicated by the fact

that he must employ materials and methods of construction

that will not necessitate a disproportionate expense. It is

difficult to say much with little and say it well.

The good Architect with little to spend will usually rely

for effect upon absolute frankness in the treatment of his

design. He knows it is far better to design a modest wooden
house, which looks as though it were of wood and as though
wood were the best material that he could possibly h?ve
used, than to design a house which looks as though it ought
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to have been built of stone or some other more expensive ma-
terial and therefore discredits whatever good qualities it may
possess (Figs. 2 and 3). To do the simple thing, that which
seems perfectly obvious after it has been done, is in essence

what the Architect has to work for in the suburban house.

With this task committed to him, coupled with the necessity

of devising an efficient and economical plan, selecting the
proper location for the house on the lot, and the treatment
of the site, the Architect's hands art really full. Only the

Architect knows how great these difficulties are, how beset

they are with alternatives, and how insistent will be the

spirit of compromise.

It is usually supposed that an Architect is an idealist

engaged in tlie happy pursuit of realizing his dreams with
other people's money. As a matter of fact, the Architect is

forced to be a highly commercial everyday individual, keep-
ing closely in touch with what President Roosevelt has aptly

termed the "humdrum duties." He has to study to the

end of his career, but, unlike his professional brethren, he
has always to preserve, above the commercial and scientific

point of view, a strife to unite the useful with the beautiful.

He is an individual who dreams of the things that he
may at any time be called upon to do, and yet limits himself
by the conditions under which he is working, in order to

produce what is proper for the purpose at hand. In ap-
proaching his problem his point of view is far more prosaic

than the Owner would be apt to suppose when he is informed
of the high ideals which the profession of architecture de-

mands.

Approached by the Owner to design him a house, his

questions are distinguished at once by their commonplace
and business nature. He inquires about such ordinary mat-
ters as the amount of money to be spent; the area and char-

acter of the ground at his disposal. He studies the life of
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his client, whom he ought to meet within the family circle,

so that he may design intelligently. All this he does before

attacking the actual problems of design. Having gained

this information, he is ready to proceed to business, deter-

mining how much he can afford to do and how it had better

be done to be most serviceable and pleasing to his client

and the latter's wife, who must, of course, figure very

largely in his calculations and whose early acquaintance he

must make. It is the lady of the house, especially of the

suburban domicile, who has real and definite requirements

of which the Architect needs to be informed. The Architect

has to deal in his work not only with conditions abstract

and concrete, but also with human nature, of which he must

be a keen judge, even as a physician must be, to establish

the right diagnosis of his client's complaint. His ultimate

task consists in judiciously combining his issues to satisfy

his client and his professional conscience, a task which at

best is very difficult

There is, on the other hand, the self-dominated " Artchi-

tect." He can dispense with all these preliminaries with

impunity and strike right at the root of the matter. The
transaction of designing a home has no terrors or pitfalls

for him. Like the up-to-date repairer of shoes or the

cleanser of hats, he can do his work to the satisfaction of

all " while you wait," and at a nominal price. His action

is swift. The result explains itself.

We trust, however, that the Owner will discriminate

clearly between these two persons. We hope that he will not

regard the designing of his home as a matter which it is

desirable to have over with as speedily as possible, for, how-

ever capable the Architect may be, it is not within his power

to thus serve the Owner. The work of the legitimate Archi-

tect requires much thought and time.
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CHAPTER VI

architects' drawings

IT is now inctunbent upon us to consider the languas^e

adopted by the Architect to express his ideas and con-

ceptions. The Architect, of course, does not actually build

the house himself. He plans and designs it. The work of
construction is necessarily committed to the Builder and sub-

ordinate contractors. Some intelligible method of communi-
cation must be established between the Architect and the

Builder. For this purpose the Architect's special media are
three:

1. Drawings, known as

a. Plans,

h. Elevations,

c. Sections,

d. Perspectives (Figs. 101-106).

2. Writings, known as Specifications.

3. Instructions by word of mouth, known as Superin-
tendence.

With the exception of No. 3, all, it will be seen, are
paper communications. But, because the Architect uses
paper and pencil, it must not be supposed that he is really

a draughtsman, or that his work is in any way related to the
making of pictures. The musician, too, uses paper for the

registration of his productions, but the drawings that he
makes, his queer little dots and dashes and lines, are merely
symbols of sounds. The musician, in reality, thinks in terms
of melody and harmony. In the act of creation he is, so to
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speak, manipulating and playing with sounds. The en-

gineer, also, is a maker of drawings, but he really thinks

and calculates in terms of stress and strain, pull and thrust.

The graphic arts are so dominant with us to-day that it is,

perhaps, not easy for the average man to regard any form

of writing as other than directly representative. Even in

literature we are so habituated to our letters and types that

we unconsciously slur ihe fact that they are, after all, sym-

bolic or shorthand signs—things that stand for other things

by the force of convention and sheer suggestion. The
Architect's plans are precisely of this character. They are

only marks and indications of the Architect's thoughts made
intelligible by v >age and general acceptation. The real sub-

stance of an Architect's thoughts are directed toward the

arrangement of a given dimension of space, the organiza-

tion cf certain utilities and materials so that they perform

certain well-defined ftmctions. It is his business to work
with space ..nd materials as a musician works with sounds.

He selects, arranges, disposes these elements in order to

obtain a beautiful and useful result. An Architect really

loves brick for its qualities, marble and granite for theirs,

precisely as a painter delights in the colors that compose

his palette. No more erroneous idea exists to-day than the

notion that the Architect is a maker of pretty pictures.

Fundamentally he has no more to do with pictures than with

photography or three-color printing. He may use his draw-

ings to convey his thoughts, but they are far from being

even the texture of his mental process. The building is the

main thing that the Architect has to deal with, first, last,

and all the time. The drawings are incidental. In them

he imagines the building thoroughly thought out. The men-

tal edifice, if it is ever to take substantial form, must be

constructed in space, so that it possesses three dimensions

— height, breadth, and depth. The last two of these dimen
88
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sions, it will be seen, can be expresied in what is technically

known as the floor plans. We have only to assume that the

building is sliced horizontally, much as one might cut the

top off a loaf of bread. If viewed from above, as from a

balloon, we should look down upon the top of walls and par-

titions and so see the arrangement of rooms, passageways,

and staircases. If the tops of these partitions were painted

black and photographed, we .should get a picture of a num-
ber of heavy lines and light lines, which is exactly what the

Architect's "floor plans" are. The plan is, perhaps, the

most important of the Architect's drawing^. It shows not

only the relative position of the various chambers, etc., but

it carries with it, in the Architect's mind, those other draw-

ings of his—the elevations and sections. The elevations are

merely flat drawings of the four outside walls of the build-

ing, and the sections are merely vertical plans of the house

cut through from roof to cellar. These drawings are per-

fectly intelligible to the trained eye. They exhibit the com-

partments of the house and the construction thereof in rela-

tion one to another, and these drawings must, of course, be

true to scale like a map, so that exact measurements can

readily be made from them. These are not the Architect's

only drawings. It still remains for him to produce the
" working drawings," showing on a large scale all the carv-

ings, moldings, and the like. None of these drawings is at

all of the kind that can be made in an amateurish way. They
are highly technical productions, though they may all look

,ery simple to the Owner who has never himself tried to

complete a set. It is, of course, to be understood that these

drawings must not only be adjusted to one another, but must

correspond with the " specifications," which are really a long

set of instructions given to the Builder directing him as to

the materials he is to use and the methods of construction

he is to follow.
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We have said that the most important of the Architect's

drawings is the plan, because it implies the others, viz., the

Sections and the Elevations. Let us see why this is so.

In the first place, what does it mean to make a plan?
What are the elements to be consideref* and what are the

forces that come into play? The most obvious answer of the

layman to this question is, no doubt, that it is the arrange-
ment of the rooms in the house. This, while it is perfectly

true, is only one of the issues at stake. In the ordinary

suburban house, which cf ists of at least two floors and a
cellar, it is, of course, isary to make a plan for each
floor. The question r iclationship of arrangement is at

once apparent. The plan, therefore, is not to be regarded
merely as an absolute arrangement of rooms; it mu t be
properly related to the other plans of the house. The main-
floor plan is generally the most impr nt and therefore

the first to be made, but even this depends on the others;

concessions must be made so that the stairs will land at the

proper place ; the flues, heating, and plumbing pipes come in

convenient places and so that the superposed weights will

be properly distributed without necessitating costly and un-

reasonable constructions. And so we might further enu-
merate difficulties that have to be met in making the plan.

There must exist between all the plans, the Owner will ob-

serve, the same kind of relation and correspondence as is

essential in the individual arrangement of the rooms on any
one floor.

The plan stands also in close relationship to Section and
Elevation. Suppose, for example, a plan has been made of

the first floor and found to be ideal in its arrangement of

rooms. The section is next made and on it it is discovered

that too little space has been allowed for the rise of the stair-

case ; that, moreover, the windows, which worked out so ad-

mirably on both first and second floors, do not come in proper
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relation when viewed t(^ether from the outside. Or, per-

haps, the beautifully ample fireplace in the living room comes
right in the place where the bedroom window must be, and
the bathroom fixtures discharge into a pipe which if car-

ried down would come out in the middle of the hall near
the entrance. The Owner surely would not suffer such plans

to be built even if he were very much attached to the admi-
ably arranged first-floor plan.

The Architect in making his plans has to think of all

these things in their relation upstairs and down, inside and
out, and make them work so that the maximum of con-
venience and beauty of aspect will result. In arriving at the
solution of a plan which embodies any given set of condi-

tions he, practiced hand that he is, carries in his mind
many details and adjustments and does not need even to

draw them on the paper. Like the great artist who pro-
duces by a few strokes a wonderful likeness or form, so the

Architect indicates by a few judicious strokes of pen or pen-
cil a complex scheme which he works out mentally, actually

depicting only what seem to him the essential features.

This sort of expression may seem elementary after it is done,
but it is this very quality of simplicity which contains the

secret. The result is not so remarkable by what it delineates

on the paper as by what it has done mentally, and apparently

not betrayed. But the experienced eye of the professional

readily detects its real intent. To him the master's hand
is apparent in drawings as well as in the concrete result

which reveals to the Owner points of interest which would,
in the hands of a less skillful performer, have turned out
as weak spots instead.

It may be said, though there are, no doubt, exceptions to

the rule, that the type of plan in the suburban house is de-

termined by the magnitude of the establishment. From this

it follows that the smallest and therefore simplest kind of
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a house will have the simplest type of plan or, at any rate,

it ought to. For practical purposes it would be extravagant

for an Architect to design a six-room house in the shape of

a *' U " or a cross unless, perchan^ e, the rooms were all to

be distributed over a single floor. As the requirements in-

crease in number and complexity, the type of plan becomes

correspondingly elabo.ate and takes on such shapes as we
illustrate in the accompanying plans (Figs. 32, 101-106). It

must not be imagined that plan types are the whims of the

Architect. We can safely assume that he has so many real

problems to solve that he thinks beforehand very little, or not

at all, of what shape the plan is going to be. The shape of a

plan results from the correct solution of the problem accord-

ing to the Owner's requirements. A vital change in these

requirements may mean a change in the type of plan. No
doubt many of us ha e visited architectural exhibitions and
marveled at the cleverly weird and ingenious plans for some
important piece of ardiitecture. Perhaps some of us have
even caught ourselves saying, How marvelously artistic and
wonderful all this is! But what is it that is artistic and
wonderful? Is it the color of the drawing combined with

the maze of cleverly managed lines that we admire? Very
often, no doubt, this is all we see. But let us not forget that

if the drawing w^e so much admire is to be transmuted into

a house it behooves us to have a more prosaic reason for ex-

pressing admiration. To admire or condemn by this process

is ignorance and affectation. If the shape of the plan hap-

pens to be pleasing, it should not count against it, nor should

it count very much in its favor. It is incumbent upon us to

analyze it and find out what it means. Have the require-

ments been well met? Is the arrangement of rooms the most
economical of space and the most convenient for use? Are
the rooms well lighted and can they be effectively ventilated?

Can the house be economically heated? Having decided to
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Fig. 32.—Anhitects' geometrical drawings.
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satisfaction 'uch matters of necessity, then let the specUtor,

if he honestly can, admire the cleverness of the shape in

which the Archi* ct has clothed his idea'^^ If he be the pro-

spective Owner he certainly will not indulge in such fanciful

speculation when he is once comfortably installed in the

house. Why, then, should it give him concern at all? We
are pleading with the Ovwier to be affected by the Architect's

plan only so far as he will come in contact with it when he

is living in the house. We maintain that the simple plan is,

as a rule, the best, and that if a plan is at all complex it is

the Owner's requirements that make it so, * ^ Archi-

tect's desire for elaborateness.
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THE TREATMENT OF THE SUBURBAN SITE

FROM the preceding chapters the Owner has, perhaps,

inferred that it is the business of the Architect to con-

sider only the design of the House, leaving the treatment of

the Site for others. In order no longer to keep him in doubt

we must explain that it was not our intention to speak of

t!.e home as though the building alone were to be thought

of. It is necessary for the Owner to retrace his steps if he

has reached his conclusions by considering merely that part

of his home which he has planned to put under cover. Is

not the Site or Lot as much a part of his home as the veranda

or even the roof? Has he not legitimate requirements be-

yond the confines of his four walls, features that are as

essential to him as his staircase and his open fireplace? Of

this there can be no doubt. A certain portion of suburban

life is spent out of doors. Perhaps he and his wife are fond

of flowers, delight in tennis or other sports. But even if they

be not devotees of any of these diversions, they may be so

fortunate as to possess a horse and carriage or an automo-

bile, or at least some friend may. At any rate, one must be

able to approach the house from a highway by a road of

some sort. How shall this be accomplished? Shall there

be provision for one wide driveway, or sha" there be a

separate service road? Such questions he must decide for

himself, and at the proper time, so that the Architect may

be aware of them when he starts to design the home.

The site, we may say, divides itself into two parts: that
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which is occupied and used by the Owner, his family, and

their friends, and the other portion which is used for delivery

service, drying clothes, and for other domestic arrange-

ments which are not intended to be seen (see Figs. 4 and 10).

This division immediately suggests a shield of some kind to

conceal from the " show " part of the site the household

services. The manner of effecting this screen, and produc-

ing at the same time a pleasing termination to the important

part of the site, offers the Architect an opportunity for em-

ploying devices of utility as well as beauty. The whole

question of the treatment of the site reverts to the primary

question, which the Owner must answer for himself: " What

do I require?" Having answered this question, the matter

becomes, as with the house itself, a problem for the Archi-

tect, whose business it is to work out the Owner's require-

ments into such a solution as will make the most of the

means at hand, detracting attention from their weaknesses

and emphasizing the natural advantages of both house and

site. One of the first thoughts that the Owner should give

when he contemplates building a home is to select a site which

is ample for the house and all the dependencies that he re-

quires. A site which is not satisfactory from this point of

view will not compensate him, by any other advantages, for

the efforts which he is expending. It will never look well

itself nor will it set the house off to advantage. The in-

evitable difficulties that arise are similar to those that come

up in the Owner's requirements within the house if they

have been improperly considered by him, getting too many

rooms into a cpace insufficient for their proper proportioning

and distribution.

How many gardens do we see designed, or rather not

designed, that would proclaim their Owners as dealers in

flowers and shrubs! This fault is traceable, in the great

majority of cases, to a condition similar to that which calls
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into being the " Builder-made " house. These gardens are

the work of the artisan, the man who actually builds the gar-

den, who plants and digs and sells, not of the man who

conceives and designs.

A study of the average suburban-site treatment will con-

vince the Owner that the successful solution of the problem

lies not in the direction of greater expenditure, but rather

in a proper recognition of its importance, as a legitimate

part of the Architect's design. The suburban garden is not

an independent matter to be dealt with any time and any-

how. The Owner's attitude toward the treatment of the site

should be as toward the building, because they are strictly

parts of an ensemble. While we realize that he will regard

this advice as perhaps the " unkindest cut of all," we feel that

it must be accepted if the result is to be satisfactory to him.

The gardens which we illustrate herewith (Figs. 33,

34, and 40-45) are those of larger and more expensive

houses than we have in mind in these pages, but the princi-

ples involved in their design remain the same as for more

modest establishments; and the same kind of a mind that

conceived them is required to design the smaller layout.

There is really no reason why the modest suburban lot of

seventy-five or one himdred feet frontage should not be as

appropriately and attractively treated as the pretentious gar-

dens that we reproduce. But with the treatment of the site,

as with the house, it is difficult even for an artist to accom-

plish much with little money to spend; the opportunity for

the competent man exists, notwithstanding, and it is neces-

sary for the Owner to consider also this side of the Archi-

tect's work in selecting him. The Architect who designs a

house without reference to its environment and the site which

it is to occupy is not any more judicious than the author

who writes without knowing the people that are to read him.

The state of the contemporary suburban site shows that,
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as a matter of fact, it is seldom considered in relation to

the house. A hole is dug in some convenient part of the

lot and the house is deposited in and about it as if it were a

piece of movable furniture. We furnish our houses in this

thoughtless manner with obviously unsatisfactory results,

similarly we place our houses on lots with no better effect.

We are, perhaps, insensibly affected by this lack of corre-

spondence between the buildings and their sites. The one

does not grow out of the other. The picture is out of rela-

tion to the frame. To the trained eye a bit of tame nature,

a mere surrounding of greenness, is not a substitute for a

well-defined, well-conceived, artistic coordination of house

and lot. Popular ideas on this subject are at present very

crude, and people are satisfied with mere raw foliage, or

with what the landscape gardener will give them. The " em-

bellishment" (so it is regarded by the average suburban

house Owner) is generally undertaken after the house has

not only been completed, but sometimes occupied for a con-

siderable period of time. It is clearly an afterthought, some-

thing which, in the Owner's opinion, is well enough if it can

be afforded, but by no means a legitimate part of the home.

This idea of treating the site as a thing apart and more

or less as a " frill " would not be so disastrous to him if it

did not involve the same evil practice of employing an ar-

tisan to do an artist's work. If the Builder is admittedly

capable of designing the house, how easy it must be for him

to design a simple treatment for the site, a mere garden!

There are not to be found in its make-up any of the

thousand and one difficulties that lie hidden in the problem

of the building. The Owner is obviously not to be blamed

for taking this view, it is so perfectly human, granting that

he is convinced of the wisdom of treating the design of the

house in this way. We trust, however, that he will con-

sider, before he acts, the other side of the case as we have
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been trying to put it before him. If he decides, after due

consideration, that the prevalent methods as applied to the

designing of the suburban site will give him what he is

after, his case no longer concerns us. We have a firm be-

lief, however, that he has been pursuing his present course

because he knows no other and courts advice and assistance.
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Fig. ^^.—This diagra;ii shows the trcatnT;!!! of the site on an unrc>tri(led

plot. The view from this house lies to the .south and west. Its front has

accordingly l)een f:ned between these two compass (xjints to make the most

of the situation. 1 ne pergoi.i and gardens at the rear give an elTective setting

to the house when viewed from the highway. The driveway leads into the

circular forecourt, which makes an effective transition from 'he house to the

gardens. The main entrance to the house is from thi- x'ourt. The
reader's attention is called to the ser\'ice yard which lies .i higher level

than the court and is reached by a flight of steps passing tiirough a screen.
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Fig. 34.—A- more pretentious landscape treatment. The gar-

dens in this layout are in front of the house instead of in back as

in Fig. 33. The view in this rase lies to the south and the land falls

in this direction. The manner of approaching the house from the

highway is similar to that in Fig. 33. The stables and outbuildings

are partly concealed to the right by trees and foliage. The vista is

developed in the direction opposite to that in which the view lies.
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Fig. 36.—The exterior view and surroundings of a home are in a certain

sense to be regarded as a part of the interior, and the plan should be so arranged

that every advantage is taken of these external details. This i)hotograi)h

illustrates in a striking manner the author's meaning, l^eing a view from the

house shown in Fig. 35.
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Fig 30.—Another good example similar to the one shown in tlie previous

illustration.
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Fig. 43.—a rustic pergola well adapted as a screen for the service court in

the arrangement of suburban sites.

Fig. 44.—Illustrates the value of even a small accepted feature in the

arrangement of the site.
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Fig. 45.—Another example similar to the i)revir,iis illustration.
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Fig. 46.—An i)ld-fashioned treatment of the immediate surroundings of

the house.
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CHAPTER VIII

FURNITURE AND DECORATION IN THE HOME

THE decorating and furnishing of the home is un-

doubtedly to most people the most interesting phase

of house building. We can imagine the Owner saying, as

he approaches the subject: " Here, at least, I shall be free

from the dictatorship of the Architect and the Builder, and

from those restrictive ' rules and principles * which allow me

so little personal action in the actual work of creating my
own home."

The authors of this book really feel sympathy on this

score for the poor Owner. We know he would dearly love

to meddle with things and run round ordering the Archi-

tect to do this and the Builder to do that, as though his were

the superior mind. However, it is impossible to permit the

Owner to usurp the functions of trained men imless he, too,

has acquired training by study and experience. If we were

to admit that the Owner is capable of performing in build-

ing the task he is so prone to undertake, we should also have

to acknowledge that he is capable of directing his doctor, in-

structing his shoemaker, and similarly controlling the action

of all other professional men, mechanics, and tradespeople

with whom he may have dealings. The only other way out

of the dilemma would be to proclaim the Architect a useless

person, or at best a mere draughtsman, which would be an

assertion directly contrary to the facts.

But, surely, it will be demanded: Is not the Owner en-

titled to assert himself in the lighter matters of decorating
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and furnishing the home? No doubt, a greater measure of

liberty is his here ; but if he desires the best results, he can-

not possibly be permitted to wander at sweet will among the

giddy fantasies of the wall-paper manufacturer and the mul-

titudinous " creations " of the furniture maker. The allure-

ments of these pernicious individuals must be repulsed lixe

the enticements of vice, for their end is destruction. The

Law here, too, pursues the Owner, and if his home is to be

really beautiful, he must not cease from remembering that

the decorations and the furnishings are only a part of a

whole, and must be treated, therefore, as such, and conform

to and be controlled by the work of the Architect. We have

seen that the Owner must not place any kind of house on any

sort of lot, nor slavishly copy other men's houses, and for the

same general reason the Owner must not install in bis in-

teriors any kind of wall paper because it pleases him " in

the piece," nor any suite of furniture because it looks

•' swell " in the furniture store. The furniture and the fur-

nishings must be made to fit, and the " fit " must be to the

house, not to the Owner's taste In general. A man may like

furniture of Louis XIV, Empire, Adams, or even Grand

Rapids style, and his taste may be unimpeachable, so long as

the furniture is judged in vacuo, yet the furniture may be

desperately wrong the moment it is placed in its permanent

position. The effect produced may be one of gross incon-

gruity. Furthermore, there is a grammar of good taste in

these matters. Who has not seen rooms that were felt to be

as wrong, in their way of wrong-ness, as " we was " in its?

We dread to say it, but the fact must be put on record—the

Architect should furnish the house, or at least act in an ad-

visory capacity in the selection of decorations and furnish-

ings. Twenty years ago this statement would have sounded

stranger than it does to-day. As public taste has improved

and houses have become more costly, the Owner everywhere
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FURNITURE AND DECORATION IN THE HOME

has evinced an increasing willingness to confide more and

more to the Architect. This simply means greater willing-

ness to trust a trained man—which is common sense.

For some time to come, however, much of the decoration

and furnishing of our smaller homes must remain within

the jurisdiction of the Owner. When the house is turned

over to him by the Architect, in ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred, it is already " decorated," with the exception of

coverings for the wall. Only the paper-hanger needs to be

called in to supply absolute deficiencies.

We trust we have said enough to make the Owner wary

of the paper-hanger's " samples." It may safely be said

that the greater part of the wall paper offered in the mar-

ket to-day is just about as artistic as newspaper. The inor-

dinate, overpowering demand for cheapness at any cost quite

naturally produces cheap results. But when to the demand

for cheapness is joined a desire for " stunning effects," the

outcome is little short of terrible. This is especially true of

wall paper. The old-fashioned kind, covered with a multi-

plication of roses, buttercups, marigolds, and the rest was m-

offensive so long as the pattern was not too exuberant. But

this cannot be said of our more modem imitation " L'Art

Nouveau " freaks. These novelties may be "done right," but

they cannot be done right and cheaply. Not only with wall

paper, but with all other elements of decoration, cheapness

is the curse of modem work—the desire for cheapness joined

to the desire for " swell " effects. The man who spends $50

wants to make his house look like the house of the man who

spends $100. It cannot be done. The effort is thoroughly

meretricious. It is the root of a host of evils committed m

the name of Art. While we cannot agree with the poet

that
" truth is beauty and beauty truth," it is certamly true

that the Owner cannot get much that is worth having unless

he is willing to let things stand for what they really are.
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If he cannot afford to buy stamped leather or tapestry for

his waUs, let him choose a good cartridge paper or burlap.

Let him not be tempted by any momentary weakness into

buying imitation leather or papers with mock tapestry pat-

terns. Better, indeed, to paint the walls or even calcimine

them with a good, simple, harmonious color. There are

many simple fabrics in the market that are available for his

use. Only let him rigorously cut down his effects as he

reduces his expenditures.

The same principle applies to furniture. Nearly all the

furniture that the majority of people buy is of poor design

and workmanship. Undoubtedly it is difficult to purchase

at a moderate price anything that is good. The maker of

furniture is probably not so much to blame for the character

of his goods as is the buyer, for the manufacturer places on

sale such articles as his experience has taught him will sell

quickly. If the majority of people wanted really good fur-

niture it would be supplied as readily as anything else. The

truth is it is not wanted, or, at any rate, it is not wanted in

sufficient quantities to make its production the ordinary

course of trade. The majority of people do not demand

simple furniture, well made. They prefer to purchase ar-

ticles that pretend to be better and worth more than they

are. They desire a cheap imitation of some ornate and ex-

pensive pattern, which their means will not permit them to

possess. Hence springs the stained imitation wood, the

brilliant varnish that almost cries aloud, the meaningless

fret-saw work, the glued panels, and the ugly misshapen ex-

crescences that are classified as " carved." How much more

a great deal less would be! Would not good, simple, well-

made furniture be better? Would it not be more comfort-

able to live with? The taste that produces it, the demands

that create it, are utterly vitiated. How is it possible to

produce a really artistic home out of these sham gewgaws,
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FURNITURE AND DECORATION IN THE HOME

these snobbish signs of wealth, this false ostentation, par-

ticularly if, to complete the imposture, we picture them

housed in copied and imitated homes, planned for us accord-

ing to a set of fictitious requiremmts?

At one of our big exhibitions a room was exhibited fur-

nished in a different spirit. Tl.e walls were covered with

an oil paint, the surface decorated with an exceedingly simple

stencil design. The hangings were absolutely plain, of a

somewhat coarse material, not unlike a softer and more flex-

ible burlap. Ttie electrolier was of black, rustless iron, hand-

worked without any attempt to produce a complicated orna-

ment. The dining table, as with the rest of the furniture,

was of well-chosen oak, oil finished. No carving was at-

tempted, but chairs and table and sideboard alike were care-

fully proportioned, solidly constructed, designed and made

for use. The chair seats were formed of rushes, the carpet,

or rather rug, was a plain monotone that harmonized with

the walls, but manufactured of coarse material, tightly

woven. The table was furnished with plain linen. Good

glassware and inexpensive china, exceedingly well decorated

in c Imited degree, completed the scene. Hardly anyone

saw that room without a sense of its completeness, its ap-

propriateness, and good effect. Yet it cost no more, nor per-

haps as much, as a shain - Colonial " dining room or ot.iers

of the fictitious sort. Why did not everyone who saw that

room go home and destroy, without a pang, their Pullman

palace-car drawing-room furniture? Barring the expense

nothing, it seemed to us, stopped them except lack of cour-

age—the fear that the real thing would not look well enough.

But the real thing is the only thing that looks well to the

educated eye or satisfies the cultivated appreciation.

We feel we must go even one step further and in a certain

measured sense object to the plan of furnishing homes with

a collection of antiques, as though it were a part of the
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Owner's business to create a home with something of the

air of a museum. This chase after a spurious result is in

many cases very closely allied to the desire for .ham effects.

It is only a slightly more cultivated and chastened evil. Old

furniture there will always be which belongs legitimately to

some families, but to complete the new home and furnish it

by ransacking second-hand furniture shops in the country or

in Europe is not to be commended. No doubt, much of this

old furniture is of very excellent design, very well worth

having in itself, but the people who made this old furniture

made it as rew furniturf^. There are manufacturers repro-

ducing at a nominal price the old furniiarr in cheap imi-

tation materials and making it resembit as far as possible

the genuine article in its time-honored condition. The new

old Colonial is a good instance of this practice, the pro-

priety of which, for any purpose other than the stage, is

unworthy of serious consideration. If ever we are to have

good new furniture we must adopt the old methods—^abol-

ish all fictitious shams and cheapness. " Do not imitate any-

thing." After all, this is the first and last great obligation

we must impose upon the Owner in the furnishing and

decorating of his home.
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Fig. 50.-A fireplace for a library; the grace and simplicity of the design

are readily appreciated.
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Fig. 51.—a convenient form of sideboard and china closets. The reader

should note how the designer has composed these necessities to form part of

the decoration of the room.
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Fig. 52—a sideboard of more pretentious design.
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Fig. 54.—An electrolier for a hallway.

The decorative treatment of a nwm is often

marred by tawdry and inappropriate lighting

fixtures which Owners are prone to insUU

against the advice of their Architects.
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Fig. 58.—a den or sitting-room.
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Fig. 68.—An inviting bungalow room.

Fig. 69.—.\ fireplace for a bungalow.
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CHAPTER IX

THE BUILDER—HIS SELECTION AND HIS FUNCTION

IN the building of his home the Owner has two important

selections to make, namely, the Site and the Architect.

These are his inalienable prerogatives, which we have no

intention, in the slightest, to dispute. He certainly has a

right to say where he wants to live and who shall design

his home. Passing on from this point in the argument we

can plainly see him continuing in a perfectly obvious course

to the next step—the selection of the Builder. The Archi-

tect has made him his design, and he must now find the

proper man to give concrete expression to the " paper work
"

of the latter. And why should he not concern himself about

such an important matter, the matter in the whole operation?

It is his money which is to be spent, and surely no one can

be as much concerned as he to secure full value therefor. If

this is not his fundamental privilege, surely then he has no

rights at all. Can he not even be conceded the privilege of

buying his goods where and of whom he chooses and pay-

ing for them what he desires? No, we must emphatically

say, at least not in the building of his home. At this we can

hear him exclaim: " Ruled out again! Except for an intro-

ductory exhortation and command to the Architect, I have

nothing to do in this play of mine." Gentle reader, this is

not a situation peculiar to the building of a home. You have

to ride in trains and trolleys merely as passenger, because

the driving of the vehicle is not your affair, and you are

both ignorant and incompetent so far as the control of trains
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and trolleys is concerned. In your busincfs affairs you trust

yourself to experts, and you must iot rhmk t'.iat the laws of

the game change; that the complicatert or>erauon of build-

ing is a strictly private affair for the Owiim. No, there is

nothing to be done, we are afraid, but to exclude the Owner

from the Builder just as we excluded him from the archi-

tecture. He must remain an onlooker ; if an advised and in-

structed spectator, all the better. We add this latter clause

because we are inclined to think that the Owner will notice,

in what passes between Architect and Builder, much that

he will feel at first impulse inclined to thoroughly disap-

prove. It has often been remarked that in the general

affairs of life the immediately pleasant thing to do is rarely

right; it seems that the Devil gets hold of the best end of

the stick and invariably oflfers that to us first. In practical

affairs it is somewhat similar. The real common-sense view

does not immediately persuade us ; the right method is hardly

ever the ready method or the method that appeals imme-

diately to the uninstructed.

The Owner is compelled once more by the force of cir-

cumstances to trust himself to the expert. In other words,

it is the function of the Architect to choose the BuUder.

But why? The answer is what we have, no doubt, repeated

many times in these pages: Because the Architect is the

only one who is competent to make the proper selection. As

author of the design, the conceiver of the home, he is the

only one capable of interpreting it to the constructor, and he

is, moreover, especially qualified to do so because of his

extensive knowledge of building matters. Thus his position

is unique, and the Owner can rest assured that the Archi-

tect's decisions are best for him.

No doubt the Architect will take the Owner somewhat

into his professional confidence in his dealing with the

Builder. There are certain matters which are considered
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by the Architect—we mean, of course, the scrupulous and

conscientious man—^before he awards a building contract.

First.—He will not select the lowest bidder simply be-

cause he is the lowest bidder. This is, perhaps, the first

mistake that an Owner would make were he to let the con-

tract for the building. " Why not save that $500? Jones,

the builder, is a likely fellow; says he is anxious to get the

job, and will take it at a very narrow margin of profit."

It is often the case that the lowest bidder does not produce

the building for the least money. The Builder, particularly

of suburban houses, is rarely a man of considerable finan-

cial resources, most frequently he has very limited capital;

oftentimes he operates on borrowed money. Now, the

Owner must know that under these circumstances the

Builder, unless he has furnished a bond for the complete sat-

isfaction of his contract, is always operating at the Owner's

risk; for if the Builder fail, or for any reason do not satisfy

the legitimate claims of his workmt and the building-mate-

rial firms from whom he purchases his supplies, the Owner's

house is put in pawn, so to speak, for the unsatisfied pay-

ment. The mechanics' laws in nearly all our States are ex-

tremely severe. They afford extraordinary protection to

those who have done labor or furnished goods. The Owner

may even have paid the Builder, but if the Builder in his

turn has not paid his creditors, the only redress for the

Owner is against the Builder, and if the Builder has failed,

the redress amounts to very little. In order to obtain his

house free and clear he must pay the Builder's debts, so far

as they are involved in the construction of the new home.

Of course, a prudent Owner will not pay for his building

except as construction progresses. He might even take

care, before making each and every payment, that the

Builder has discharged all his obligations. Nevertheless,

the fact remains that it is very much to the interest of
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the Owner to employ none but responsible contractors.

We aU know that the responsible contractor has somehow

lost the trick of working below the market price, a trick

which is wholly in the possession of the inexperienced or

irresponsible Builder. The Architect may therefore very

well reject the allurement of the lowest bid, and reject

it entirely for the protection of the Owner, and clean con-

trary to what the Owner might regard as the plausible

proceeding.
,

Second.—The Architect will clioose, if p >ssible, a local

man who best knows the conditions of labor, -aaterials, and

transportation of the locality. Such a Build' is always in

position to give the most reasonable figure foi ihe best work

that may be expected. .... ,, i_
Third.—The Builder of the Architect's choice will be

preferably a specialist in suburban-house construction. This

precaution is of more importance than would appear at first

thought. Obviously, the experience of a Builder on similar

jobs enables him to better realize in advance the difficulties

that will arise, thus saving the Owner time and money.

Secondly, experience facilitates cooperation with the Archi-

tect and avoids friction.

Fourth.—The Architect will not award the contract to

a Builder who is unable or refuses, for some reason or other,

to give a bond guaranteeing the faithful performance of the

entire contract. Circumstances might -rise which might

make it advantageous for the Builder to aoandon his under-

taking. Th- price of materials might advance; labor might

become scarce in a locality ; or the Builder might obtain more

profitable contracts elsewhere, and be willing to forego his

profit to be released from further obligation to perform his

contract with the Owner. In such an emergency another

Builder called upon to complete the work would be com-

pelled, in order to make his profit, to charge a considerable
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sum in excess of what it would have cost to finish the con-

tract in the first instance.

F»//fc.—The Architect will be inclined to award the en-

tire contract for the building—heating, plumbing, and the

rest—to a general contractor for a lump sum. We except,

of course, from this general contract such objects as are

not stationary, e. g., furniture, tapestries, and the like.

These, we maintain, the Architect should select in consulta-

tion with the Owner, leaving it to the general contractor to

employ his own subcontractors. This, also, the Owner may

notice with some feelings of apprehension for his pocket-

book. We believe, however, that in general this is good

practice. It is not by any means the only wise line of con-

duct; circumstances alter cases; but in general it is the best

practice in the erection of smaller houses. Very frequently

a general contractor will be legitimately in a position to

erect a building cheaper than could a number of subcon-

tractors. This is due to the fact that " practice of trade
"

has established a system of heavy discounts, which a con-

tractor may claim, but not an Owner. The general con-

tractor, therefore, is somewhat in the position of the whole-

sale trader; moreover, one general contractor concentrates

responsibility. There are great possibilities for conflict

where a number of independent firms, each with equal au-

thority, are at work on a single building. Their activities

overlap, and in certain places this area of intersection very

easily becomes a place for disputes which are invariably car-

ried on at the expense of the Owner.

The Builder's selection having been put where it right-

fully belongs—on the shoulders of the Architect—let us see

what sort of an individual the Builder really is. In general,

we could, perhaps, not describe him better than by saying

that he is the great materialist in a transaction which up
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to this point has been of a thoroughly intellectual character.

He comes laden with brick, cement, lumber, and the rest,

ready to take the Architect's plans and give form and sub-

stance to the ideas contained therein. We trust that some

of our previous remarks have removed entirely from the

head of the Owner even the faintest notion that the Builder

is in any sense a substitute for the Architect The two men

are, by training, by habit of thought, by temperament and

purpose, as far from one another as the poles. The men

spring from almost opposite origins. The rough material-

istic Builder usually lacks an appreciation of the very things

which are the chief concern and delight of the Architect.

Beauty of form, clearness of expression, are the excellen-

ces which are nearest to the heart of the Architect, whereas

the Builder is more particularly concerned about economy

and durability. There are other matters, no doubt, which

interest both Architect and Builder, but we are speaking

here just for a moment of the g^reater interests of each in

order to exhibit them for contrast. The Builder, indeed,

is rarely, or never, more than a controlling workman.

Usually he contemns the Architect. Being himself a tn-'.n

nearer to the ground, he is prone to undervalue all the iebs

tangible qualities which he himself lacks.

It will thus be seen that were the Owner, who, we have

confessed, knows nothing of Architecture, to " switch in
"

and so come becween the Architect and the Builder, it would

probably be to the injury of the Architect and his work.

The Builder being at best a constructor and nothing more,

some competent person must provide him with plans and

ideas to construct, and surely no one is so competent, or,

indeed, competent at all, to thoroughly supervise the work

of construction as the man who imagined the building and

made the plans—in other words, the Architect.
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Fig. 8o.—a drawing-room.

Fig. 8i.—An expensive library and study.
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Fig 83."This arrangement of the haU and staircase, borrowed from the

Old Colonial, is always an effective feature.

Fig. 84.—a good example of the conventional hall and staircase.
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Fk;. 87—An arrangemept of hall and stairway which would fit admirably

with thejgeneral assembly-room plan.
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pn; 88 -\n illustration of the general elTett that may »>e ol.tained by

the -general assembly-nK.m plan" referred f. on i«ge .62. The af^rt-

ment at the farther end reached by the three steps could well \>t the dmmg-

room.
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CHAPTER X

TH« CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOME

\17E are aU, no doubt, more or lest familiar with Ae

VV proverbial trial* of comitry life, with roomi that

cani.ot be comfortably heated, with roofs that kak every

time it Thins, with flues that refuse to draw and pour vol-

umes of smoke into rooms, with faucets that annoy by Aeir

" tinkle tink,'' and mice that disturb our slumbers. These

petty nuisances and others are the characteristic by-products

of the
" ready-made house " or of the house that is con-

structed (even though it be from an admirable design) with-

out the proper supervision of the Architect These difficul-

ties are superfluous and, in fact, impossible if the Owner

win but say the word and place the power of action where

it ^ ongs. H» v/ill find it the only sure way to get the essen-

tials of cor ^ort and convenience m his home.

Cwnei ' - '?'' in con^ast to those of a generation ago,

are loo pr » . . rifice (perhaps they a'* unaware of the

fact) real a I i v antial matters to purely furface display

of showy tuu > It is especially e.^sy for the obliging

BuUder to detect thU weak spot i tbr C.vner and adapt

himself to it, not to his own disadv^iuige, but invariably

to the ultimate discomfiture and dissatisfaction of the Owner.

To prevent such ^ state of aP .rs is th- first duty of the

Arciiitect, and t* ad\'antage which the Architect-designed

and-superintended house possesses over the " Builder-made

or paper-pattern house ' is diiefly in its more real and. m

the end, more livable qualities.
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BUILDING A HOME

The Owner wUI find, no doubt, that the Architect is con-

tinually making the Builder do and " put in " certain things

which the man of the hammer and the shovel would advise

the Owner, if the latter were willing to be advised by him,

to reject as mere fads that add only to the expense account.

Heeding such counsel, the house would be equipped with a

heating apparatus of just sufficient power to do the work

required under favorable circumstances, because the Owner

would eflfect thereby a small economy in first cost. Let the

Owner shiver in his house for a winter and pay the coal

bills and he will not fail to bless his adviser! This has been

the experience of so many Owners thar one is prompted to

ask the question: " How much longer will the Ownt .
allow

himself to be misled in his zeal to get things cheaper than

they can legitimately be bought? " We would say to him:

"Don't be surprised and distrustful if you find that the

Architect is specifying something of -vhich you cannot see

the immediate use or the future n ^ess.iy. This precaution

is being taken to guard you against conditions the existence

of which a long experience has demonstrated. Lacking this

experience, you, as occupant, will not -^cognize these con-

ditions until calamity is upon you, when the remedy will be

more expensive and less effective.

'

It is in places that are out ci the way and are not visible

when the house is finished that the Architect has to be par-

ticularly vigilant, and here, also, lies a great weakness of

the " ready-made " house, which is built to sell immediately,

before its defects of structure and equipment can be detected.

The conscientious Architect will protect his wileiii from

shortcomings of this kind. The Owner will find it worth

the extra money it costs.

We cannot in these pages advise the Owner what ma-

terials should be used or what equipment should be installed

in his house. Each domicile is a case by itself, and there is

i66
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TIIE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOME

no " general advice " that is of any real value. We have

indicated a general method of procedure in the building

of a home, and we have said what we can to keep the Owner

from interfering with experts, and there, as a matter of

fact, our chief duty lies. It may sound wise, but really it is

only the wisdom of the patent-medicine circular, to tell the

Owner categorically that it is better to build his house of

stone than of wood, and so on, making, in each case, ar-

bitrary selections for him. The selection, for instance, of the

best building material for the construction of the interior

depends upon a great number of considerations. There is

the Architect's design, for example. If it were conceived

for a brick structure it will never do to realize it in stone.

Conditions of climate, facility of purchase, expense of work-

ing, etc., all of these are factors that must directly influence

the choice of material. To take an example: We hear a

great deal these davs about concrete houses, and the ques-

tion is asked: " Is it not better to build in concrete than in

wood?" just as thoi^gh this was a question that could be

decided without reference to any other fact whatsoever.

Concrete, no doubt, is a very promising material. Possibly

it has a great future. Equally certain is it that it would be

a good t! g for us could we entirely abolish wood as a

major building material. But—and the Owner should note

this "but"—it is better to continue to build with lumber

than to construct concrete houses that are not built with

moisture-proof walls, with dry foundations, and the like.

No doubt dry concrete houses can be built, but built in a

proper fashion they are really expensive, a great deal more

expensive than popular figures indicate. We instance this

case of the concrete house so that the Owner may see that

ther^ are many things unknown to him that should deter-

mine the choice of material. The decision of a technical

expert is necessary, and in this case the tedmical expert is
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the Architect. Therefore, Mr. Owner, do not imagine for

a moment, when the Architect specifies what you don't im-

mediately approve, that he does so because he fancies,

guesses, or trusts to Providence that it is the proper thmg

to do. He knows there is nothing wiser for him to do.

And so it is with the thousands of patented articles and

devices that are upon the market. They seem to be useful,

and many of thei.i, indeed, are excellent, but a good thing

is not a good thing everywhere. And as to labor-savmg de-

vices, many of them would be of greater permanent utility

were they less clever. The Patent Office at Washmgton is

a gigantic proof of this statement. There are tens of thou-

sands of clever inventions entombed in the records there.

If they have never served any working purpose it is not be-

cause the idea was not clever enough—the patented article

contained some practical defect, often very minute. We

think we are correct in saying that most patented articles

are superfluous, they are really not needed, they don't serve

any real necessity. In the game of life they are really noth-

ing better than useful toys that cater to the appetite for

" novelty.' This is practically true of building devices and

materials. We have to put our trust mainly in the great

staple goods and in the old time-tested methods. There are

exceptions, of course, to this statement. Many new materials

and patented devices have demonstrated their permanent

value. These, as a rule, however, do not cheapen the cost of

building. They make a house more comfortable or safer,

and this is justification enough for their adoption, but really

the Architect is the best judge. In speaking as we do we

are not decrying " improvements " or anything of the sort.

We are sure, however, that it is not wise for the Owner to

be seduced by every new notion that comes along and claims

that because it is the " latest thing " on earth it is neces-

sarily the best. It is a question of fact and value after all.
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THE CONSTRUCnO;i OF THE HOME

Many devices which were luxuries ten or fifteen years ago

are now absolute necessities. The day of the oil lamp in

our American suburbs is no more, and drawing water from

the well in the " old oaken bucket " is but a fond memory

to be preserved in verse and song. Electric light, sanitary

sewage disposal, and high-pressure water supply have re-

placed them. It is especially in sanitary matters that a great

advance has been made. The present-day luxurious bath

and toilet accommodations, with cold or hot water at a mo-

ment's notice, would have seemed purely visionary to coun-

try people of fifty years ago. Yet such appurtenances are to

be found even in the modest suburban house of to-day. All

of this means prc^ess, but it is progress that has been main-

tained only by a strict selection. It will not do for the

Owner to give an open check even to modem progress.

He had better pay the Architect to look after the matter

for him.
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Fig. 90.—An old-fashioned bedroom.

Fig. 91.—a bedroom in a bungalow.
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Fig. 95—An ample veranda that does not exclude light fn)m all the lower

rooms of the house.

Fig g6.-This illustration suggests a treatmem for the veranda that may

be used as a sun jjarior in the winter time.
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CHAPTER XI

BROADER ASPECTS OF THE PLAN

IN the preceding chapters a method of procedure in build-

ing a home has been outlined. The subject has been

dealt with in a preliminary manner, because the most impor-

tant of all things is to make intelligible to the Owner the

nature of the problem of house-building. If this could be

thoroug^y accomplished, .the Owner's common sense would

be a sufficient guide afterwards. At all events, his common

sense might be trusted provided one or two further matters,

not elucidated in the preceding chapters, were explained to

him.

These additional matters lie, indeed, outside of the Own-

er's personal province. Anything that can be said to him

about them must be, in the main, merely explanatory, to

enable him to better appreciate the work oi the Architect,

and to cooperate with him more efficiently. An intelligent

patient greatly aids a doctor in his diagnosis, and, in like

manner, an instructed and appreciative client may even have

for the Architect the force of an inspiration.

The first of these extra matters to be dealt with is the

Plan. To fully comprehend the meaning and value of the

plan of a building one must be a thoroughly educated

architect It is difficult to make the layman understand how

important the plan is. We have said something on this

score elsewhere, but whenever Architecture is the subject

of discourse it is to the plan, and again to the plan, that

one must return. Clearly, this is not the theme one hears
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most of as one listens to the conversation of friends about

their new home, prospective or actual. This is not sur-

prising, because the public point of view in regard to a

matter of art is rarely the essential point of view. The
public eye, because it is untrained, is too frequently fixed

upon some superficial aspect of artistic production. Or, if

it be not the superficial that attracts, it is the emotional ele-

ment exclusively. No doubt, we must not disregard the

emotional, but we must also understand that art is very far

from being, in the warp and woof of its texture, a purely

emotional creation. The intellectual element is there also

—a design is there, a scheme, an intention, a plan. It is,

on doubt, diflScult to reach and appreciate the intellectual ele-

ment of a work of art if one lades some knowledge of the

technicalities of art. How the artist works is as little known
to the public as is the higher mathematics ; and yet we must

all recognize that our appreciation of anything cannot really

be just and complete unless we know how the things we
admire or dislike are related and composed.

At a recent rehearsal of a new symphony a number of

musicians were present. The composition proved to be of

unusual merit. It was evident that the audience was deeply

impressed. A layman, very naturally, might have become

curious as to the judgment that experts present would pass

upon a performance that had so deeply aflfected his own
feelings. Seeing a group surrounding one of the leading

musicians of the country, let us suppose he approaches to

listen. What does the layman hear? Emotional comment
of the familiar type? Nothing of the sort!

" Did you notice how effectively the trombones were

brought in at , etc. ?
"

This is the type of criticism the layman hears.

So it is when we listen to ser'ous discussion of archi-

tecture. It isn't the little emotional adjectives that pro-
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BROADER ASPECTS OF THE PLAN

claim real appreciation, nor is it judgment founded merely

on good taste; for good taste, while by no means negligi-

ble, is, after all, somewhat of a negative sense, and exer-

cises itse!f quite as often by the recognition of the omission

of redundancies as upon the active appreciation of more
positive qualities. Now, it is impossible to recognize in

architecture these more positive qualities without some
knowledge of what constitutes a good plan, because, as we
have already pointed out, the plan and the design of a build-

ing are not two independent elements, but are two closely

related aspects of the whole mental operation. It does not

follow, of course, that a good plan necessarily produces a

good design, but, broadly speaking, it may be said: a really

good design is impossible without a good plan. The out-

ward aspect of a building must be related to something, and

the only thing it can be related to properly is the plan. The
massing of the structure here, the gfrouping of windows
there, the picturesquely broken skyline with its roofs and

gables and dormers—^all are mere theatrical shams and ele-

ments of a fictitious frontispiece, if they do not spring from

and express the internal structure and arrangement of the

building. Unless the Owner, therefore, is capable in some
degree of reading and interpreting the plan which the

Architect provides for him, how can he really judge and

appreciate the architectural value of his home?
What constitutes a good plan? If this were a treatise

on architecture most of the book would be devoted to an-

swering the question. As it is, only a few rough indications

can be given in addition to those set forth in previous pages.

A dwelling is primarily a set of apartments connected

by a system of what we will call " lines of communication
"

—that is, hallways, stairs, passages, and the like. In a good
plan the apartments must be placed so that they shall be

properly related to one another, and so that each shall oc-
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BUILDING A HOME

cupy its own most suitable position in regard to aspect, sun-

light, and so forth. But the lines of communication must

also be logically arranged, otherwise the plan will be one of

confusion. Just as pedestrian and vehicular traffic are sepa-

rated on our streets, the different classes of " travel " within

a dwelling must be separated. There are, for instance, (i

)

the "public" traffic, and (2) the traffic of intimate guests,

and (3) of the members of the household to be taken care

of. There is also (4) the " service " traffic to be provided

for. For each of these there must exist, if not separate lines

of communication or circulation, at least lines that do not

awkwardly intermingle and produce annoyance. Each hall-

way, passage, or staircase in the house should, as far as pos-

sible, be devoted to a single function, and should lead directly

to its related apartments. For instance, the entrance hall, or

vestibule, should open directly onto a line of circulation from

the " service " quarters, and onto another public line of com-

munication that should give directly onto the reception

rooms or other most public apartments of the dwelling.

Neither of these lines of commtmication should pass on its

way any of the more private rooms of the house nor any

of the more private lines of travel. To take an extreme

case, one can easily imagine how inconvenient it would

be to have a bedroom or bathroom opening onto the visitors'

or public line of communication. Beyond the visitors' line

of commtmication must be developed those other passage-

ways that lead to the library, den, dining room, and the

other apartments conected with the intimate private life of

the householders. Similarly, the passageways upstairs must

be treated on the same logical plan, so that servants, guests,

and family are not inextricably mingled in their going to

and fro.

It will be seen easily from this that a plan cannot be

laid out in a purely arbitrary manner, or by dealing with
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BROADER ASPECTS OF THE PLAN

only one set of conditions. Join to these considerations the

necessity for the proper disposition of the rooms, already

spoken of, and the Owner has some data upon which to

estimate the value of the plan provided for him by the Archi-

tect, and, proceeding from the plan, he can readily step to

the outside of his house with a full understanding of the fact

that the exterio • design also cannot be a merely arbitrary

piece of draughtsmanship. There will be, or there ought to

be for him, a visible reason why windows go here or there,

why roof and mass are as they are. He will understand that

that particular wing of his house is where it is because in

a well-studied plan a kitchen is always sufficiently isolated

from the living rooms to prevent the penetration of odors

from cooking, and a pantry is located between the kitchen

and the dining room for convenience in serving, and a dining

room usually is placed to receive the morning sun. The

dormers are where they happen to be in his home be%aiuse

the bedrooms are logically placed so as to be convenient to

bath and toilet rooms; the well-lighted halls and staircases

have necessitated definite openings of a definite size, and so

on throughout the house.

There are certain matters of detail which it may be

proper to touch upon here. The Owner will probably find

them all in a good plan, and if the good plan is his, apprecia-

tion should not be withheld.

In a well-planned house the cellar is not regarded as an

apartment of no consequence. It is, in fact, one of the im-

portant rooms of the house, one that greatly concerns the

comfort and health of the family. It is, therefore, not built

so low as to exclude free standing room in all parts—under

beams, water and heating pipes. It is carefully constructed

so as to be absolutely dry under all conditions of weather.

It is well lighted, both by large windows and artificially, the

control of gas or electric lights being placed at or near
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the head of the cellar stairs, so as to be accessible without the

necessity of having first to walk in darkness down a narrow

and deep flight. The stair? are, in fact, as important, so

far as practical use is ccncerred, when they lead to the cellar

as when they go to an upper floor. The same is true of

steps which lead from the "outside" into the cellar. In

building the floor above the cellar, too much care cannot

be taken to make it tight, because the handling of coal and

ashes is '.re to raise a very disagreeable dust, which will

readily .trate to the living rooms above. When hot air is

the hf ..iig medium, the dust nuisance is apt to make itself

felt even more; but here again a simple precaution in the

furnace, known as the dust flue, will ^ard against it. In

planning the cellar, great care must also be taken in regard

to the position of coal ? ' wood bins. They should be placed

convenient to the heati..^ apparatus, and should be provided

with chutes for the delivery of supplies from the exterior.

Pits for the reception of ashes, with chutes leading from

every fireplace in the house, should also be provided in the

cellar. This simple device obviates the carrying of ashes

through the house and consequently makes lor cleanliness.

Amply, but not extravagantly, lighted living rooms are

characteristic of good planning. While, in r .' " is bet-

ter to have a room rather too brilliantly l! an not

enough, there is also an economical limit to ti. .zf of win-

dows. When such openings occupy very niuch more than

an eighth of the wall surface of the room, it becomes difficult

to heat the air to a comfortable temperature. This is readily

understood when one considers that it has been computed

that one square foot of glass surface is equivalent in its

cooling power to about ten square feet of wall surface, and

that it is frequently necessary to add to the amount of heat-

ing surface fifty per cent or more to counteract this cooling

effect.
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In the small suburban home, where most of the rooms

are generally too small to accommodate such large pieces

of furniture as wardrobes, it is very desirable that ample

closets be provided; also that these be so located as to per-

mit their doors to be opened without conflicting with other

doors or with necessary furniture in the room.

In planning bedrooms, it is important that they should

be not only of sufficient size to contain the necessary furni-

ture, but especial care should ts taken to locate doors and

windows so as to allow for its proper placing. While in

general it is undesirable to sleep in overheated bedrooms, it

is desirable to have, for emergencies, in all upstairs rooms

of the suburban home some auxiliary means of heating. A
fireplace or gas log in a sleeping room will give a welcome

cheer on a damp spring or autumn day. But the bathroom,

above all, needs to be a large, well-heated chamber. The

practice of making this room just large enough to contain

the fixtures strung out in a line against the wall is not an

evidence of good planning. The Owner should not sanc-

tion a small bathroom of which the water-closet forms part.

That fixture does not properly belong to a bathroom, and

the extra space, or the money devoted to a separate com-

partment (it need be no more), will never be a source of

regret.

The kitchen is the room in the home which especially

concerns the lady of the house, and offers the Architect an

opportunity to exercise his best skill in planning. Usually,

all the thought that is given to this room consists in pro-

viding sufficient room for the range, boiler, sink, and the

other kitchen equipment, without any particular regard for

the way in which these fixtures are to effectively and com-

fortably serve their purposes. In this room, as in the bath-

room, there is a considerable opportunity for improvement.

Two kinds of work are performed in a kitchen: (A) the
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cooking service and (B) certain general household services.

These functions should in some measure be recognized and
separated from one another. The cooking should be rele-

gated to a comparatively narrow, well-ventilated apartment

—a species of wide hallway, with stove, sinks, etc., at one

side Oi at one end, and the walls arranged with shelves and

loo.—^A suggestion for planning the modem kitchen.

rows of hooks for cooking utensils. In other words, the

cooking division of the kitchen should resemble much more
closely than it does the " cook's galley " on board a steam-

ship. In these floating kitchens everything is gathered

around the chef's hands. In most cases the space is small,

yet several meals a day are provided, often for a great many
hundred people. Special pains should be taken to make this

compartment as cool and as light as possible. It should be
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particularly well ventilated. Of course, it can never be

rendered as cool as a palm garden so long as the rar.^e is

in use, but by separating the cooking from the rest of the

work done in the kitchen, iM kitchen proper will be rendered

in every way a more habitable room. Moreover, this sc

ration makes for cleanliness. (See Fig. icx>.)

While improvements that are most desirable in a city

house are often entirely out of place or useless in a cotmtry

home, t'.cre is one, however, that obviously recommends

itself: every house should be provided with a diunbwaiter

running from the cellar or first floor to the floors above,

tmless, indeed, the rooms be all distributed on one floor.

It need not be very large or costly in order to save the house-

wife and her domestics a great many steps. It is better to

spend money upon ; labor-saving device like this, than upon

some " fancy " piece of furniture for the parlor.

One of the most noticeable differences between the subur-

ban homes of Northern Europe and those of the United

States is the almost total absence of verandas in the for-

mer. The American is a fresh-air-loving individual beyond

measure; in fact, many of our suburban homes carry the

treatment of this feature to such an extreme that we are

prompted to call attention to it.
" Do not shut out Jxo sun-

light from your rooms by long and deep ?randas " -the

band-stand form of veranda is a better type This cau easilv

be provided with v/ire screens for the summer and wiu

glass for the winter, and can be so constructed that it viU

be a comfortable outdoor sitting room.

After all, the chief distinction that a plan can possess

unity of conception, and to insure this in the building of thi

home the Architect should be acquainted, as far as possible,

with the Owner's future as well as his immediate require-

ments. He should plan the whole home, even though the
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Owner may not be able to afford at the time to build the

entire establishment. The Architect can then advise his

client intelligently, so that when the time comes to resume
the execution of the uncompleted part or parts, he will fit' 1

these taken into account in the design. When built they

will be integral parts of the home, conforming to it not only

in appearance but in availability, instead of being " altera-

tions " that plainly reveal their subsequent addition. Archi-

tects are so frequently called upon to enlarge houses which
they have designed, that this recommendation is of signal

importance to the Owner. It has every virtue to recommend
it; saving of time and expense as well as affording the

advantages stated above. In fact, it is one of the most
important recommendations that the authors can make to

the home builder.
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CHAPTER XII

THE NATURE OF DESIGN

IT is a very much easier ta«^ discuss with a layman the

plan of his home than t' mething that will enable

him, even remotely, to comp. • d the meaning or appraise

the value of its design. Yet, no doubt, it is this very matter

of the design about which the Owner is most desirous of being

informed. " Is the design which my Architect has provided

for me really good? If it is admirable, wherein do its ex-

cellencies lie? What constitutes a good design? Why is it

beautiful?" Undoubtedly these questions, or others like

them, are the questions one must face or avoid by avoiding

the layman entirely. A wise writer would dismiss this part

of his theme very much as a judicious parent dismisses inter-

rogations on difficult or delicate subjects, raised by too pre-

cocious an inquiring children. The fact is, the moment

we enter \ n a discu&iion of "design," or even of any

part>-Tilar acsign, we involve ourselves in the intricacies of

phiNjirophy and start on a road that leads to the land sur-

roui. 1:1 by the mists of hypothesis and the fogs of conjec-

ture. Nevertheless, people will continue to judge buildings,

pronouncing this one good and that one bad, without so

much as a suspicion that their judgments imply a more or

less complete system of aesthetics. They are like our good

friend, M. Jourdain, who had no idea he had been speaking

prose all his lifetime. Qearly, however, the moment we ad-

judge excellent the design of a building, we must be ready

to state the reasons for our appreciation, and these reasons,
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in order to be justified, must derive ultimately from prin-
ciples and general conceptions, and these again—well, when
we have reached this point we shall find that few if any of
these "fundamentals" are self-evident, authoritative, or
accepted. The doctors disagree! For centuries they have
been arguing as to what Beauty is, bu., after all, little is

settled. We may say this particular building—for instance,
the Parthenon or Amiens Cathedral or St. Peter's—is beau-
tiful, but where is our standard of Beauty? It has not been
established by Congress or by any other body. It is not,
in any authoritative sense, " fixed." And, remembering this,

we cannot forget that it is not so very long ago that all

educated men agreed in denouncing the Gothic style (the
style in which so many of our now admired cathedrals were
designed) as "barbarous." Moreover, this shifting of
judgment, we must recall, is not confined to opinions that
the world holds about Architecture, but may be paralleled
by great historic contradiction- in Literature, Music, and
the other Fine Arts. In all of these matters we are as a lot

of geographers who would make maps and tell of distances
without having decided upon any single known unit of
measurement.

Undoubtedly this lack of a standard of Beauty is of as
little real importance to the average man as is the lack of
any other fundamental standard. His purposes are " prac-
tical " and approximate. He will continue to the end to
say " this is right " and " that is beautiful " by the force
of his feelings, and by the justification of his education and
traditions. If we refer to the subject here it is merely in
the hope that the Owner will never forget that in judging
Architecture there exists no absolute yardstick by means of
which he can accurately measure results—and dogmatically
thrash the fellow who differs from him. We believe it is

important for the Owner to keep this in mind, because (as
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we trust the reader has realized) the purpose of this little

book is to beget a slightly sounder popular view of the

Architect and his work. Should we arouse a surface inter-

est in the noble art of Architecture that interest cannot be
carried very far before it encounters matters of opinion and
questions of judgment from which bewilderment may easily

ensue. The plight of Architecture with the layman is very
much sadder than is the case with some of the other arts

—

Literature, for example. Judgment about the books we
read is, perhaps, not a whit more fundamental, but it is in-

finitely more "current," it is more frequently revised, re-

edited, so to say, and put again into popular circulation.

More of it has passed into our daily tradition, and has ac-
quired thereby the force of unquestionable authority. After
all, is it not this very Authority (this easy standard) we
respect more than the difficult, perplexing judgment of the
Reason ? For example, the average reader is convinced that,

say, Wordsworth, was a great poet because " everybody "

says so, although it is safe to assert that few average read-
ers would care to read more than one half of Wordsworth's
verses. For Architecture there is no similar insistent voice
of tradition, no constantly repainted set of signposts main-
tained by Authority for the guidance of the wayfaring man.
This state of things exists because Architecture is not with
us, in any real sense, a " popular " art. It is a part only
of the scenery of everyday life, like the trees of the town,
the waterworks, or the cemetery. It is as little studied

as the botany implied in the trees, as scantily understood as
the hydraulic engineering involved in the waterworks, as
dimly felt in the reach of its significance as are the mystery
and solemnity of " God's Acre," along the winding pathways
of which the idle visitor saunters on Sunday. If this should
seem too sweeping a statement, compare tfie quality of the
popular appreciation bestowed upon, say, the new court
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BUILDING A HOME
house, and the big electrical machinery of the new trolley

power station. Is there any essential difference in the ad-
miration which they respectively elicit?

The foregoing may sound extremely discouraging to the
Owner. He may well ask himself the question: " If among
the learned there is confusion, and among the public indif-

ference as to the standard and value of Architecture, is not
the subject one I had better leave alone? If I am a com-
fortable heathen and Philistine, why should I not continue
to remain such instead of trying to enter upon a profitless

path to salvation? " The authors of this book would like to
create within the Owner some state of mind similar to this,

in order to correct it, and in correcting it to feel sure that
the Owner had, as it were, experienced for himself both
sides of the case, for, as in most other things, there is

another side, and this side is much more akin, as one might
imagine, to the Owner's habitual line of thought.

To the Owner's question: " If there be no arbitrary or
natural standard of Beauty, to what source ma> I turn for
enlightenment, upon what may I rely? " we answer: " Upon
yourself." This assurance will need some qualification,
which will be given later on; but, after all, we shall not
get away from yourself as the only seat of authority for
you in matters of Beauty.

The most satisfactory definition of Beauty that we know
of is this

:
" Beauty is pleasure regarded as the quality of a

thing." (See Santayana's "Sense of Beauty.") In other
words, whenever you obtain real, indubitable pleasure from
anything, and so doing you regard that pleasure as the result
of something inhering in the thing itself, as involving no
perception of utility or value for other purposes, you may
be sure that the pleasure you receive is the pleasure derived
from Beauty. Take, for instance, the beauty of a landscape.
We experience pleasure therefrom. The pleasure we derive
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is not one of possession, of utility, or of appetite, but is, so

to speak, lodged in and belongs to the scene which affects

us. We perceive that this beauty is an inconvertible term ;

we cannot change or transmute it into anything else. The
same is true of a beautiful picture. It affects us in a pleas-

urable manner. That which affects us in this manner is the

quality of the thing itself. We might appreciate the picture

because it is valuable or rare or ancient, but these are not
inherent, intrinsic qualities that we can regard at all as

lying, so to speak, solely within the picture.

Keeping this definition in mind, the Owner will see that

for Beauty the test is always the same: "Does the thing

actually please you? " If it does, your taste is real. Don't
let anyone persuade you out of this satisfaction. But be

sure your feelings are real, sincerely your own, and then

fear not. The greatest connoisseur in the world can in the

end say nothing more than this :
" That particular object is

beautiful because I derive from it pleasure regarded as the

quality of the thing itself." If you cannot derive any pleas-

ure from one of Wagner's operas, from one of Browning's
poems, from a stained-glass window of the Middle Ages,
from a Byzantine fresco, from a piece of ancient Greek
statuary, from an Egyptian temple, then for you those things

are not beautiful, and if all people felt as you do they would
not be beautiful for anyone.

At this point the Owner will no doubt raise the question

:

" But can I wholly trust myself ? The objects that impressed

me as beautiful last year do not so much impress me to-day,

and things that I delighted in five or ten years ago no longer

give me any pleasure at all. Just as I am older than myself

of the past (and therefore have greater experience), so there

are people who are older than I am and have had greater

experience. And if these people tell me that this and that

is beautiful, whereas this and that is not admirable, should
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I not trust them, in the full and perfect confidence that I
shall come round finally to their way of thinking and feel-mg? Undoubtedly the development of our faculties, and
with them our appreciation, moves along certain broad well-
defined hnes. Some day, let us hope, we shall have a real
psychology of the subject. In the meantime, however, we
know that the child who delights in reading fairy tales can-
not possioly be made to understand that some day he will
discard them for Robinson Crusoe and Jules Verne. In this
second stage he will be equally blind to the pleasures that lie
hidden for him in Dickens. Thackeray, or George Eliot.
Furthermore, it will be necessary for him to see a good deal
ot life and to have experienced much himself before he
will be prepared to profoundly appreciate Shakespeare or
Dante. Nevertheless, one may safely prophesy that, pro-
vided he persists in his intellectual development, he will
travel, if not along the same road, at any rate in the same
direction that all other persistent travelers have taken We
see, therefore, the judgment of Authority is only valid for
our Owner in proportion as it anticipates his own experi-
ence. Beauty is not for him until he arrives. He maVbe
assured that there are beautiful valleys and hills at some
pomt below the horizon. The beauty of this scenery has no
value for him until he reaches it. In the same way the
beauties oi art that he may reach by and by correspond to
nothing withm his experience until, like John at Patmos, he
beholds. The Owner, therefore, should give ear to Author-
ity merely as he heeds the directions and warnings of trav-
elers who have gone before him. If he disregards counsel
he is sure to make mistakes, but let him not confound the
tales of a traveler with his own real experiences, or treat
one as of equal value, for himself, with the other.
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CHAPTER XIII

TRUTH AND BEAUTY IN DESIGN

THE Owner, therefore, may accept without hesitation

his own honest, real :nse of pleasure derived from a

building. If he regards this pleasure as a quality of the

building, something that inheres in the structure itself, he

need have no hesitation .n calling it Beauty of some degree

or other. He will understand that other people may very

properly not agree with him. He will realize that he, him-

self, will in all probability amend his judgui^nt as a result

of experience, and therefore he will attempt to anticipate

himself by paying close attention to the well-considered

judgments rendered by Time and the Judicious.

The moment the Owner be.i^ns to be interested in the

judgments Time has rendered, as soon as he commences to

talk with the Judicious, either directly or through books, he

is sure to encoimter certain ideas which he will find con-

stantly applied one way or another as tests of merit. Sup-

pose, let us say, that the Owner has asked one of the Judi-

cious io pronounce upon the merit of the new home.
" Meretricious," declares the judge. " Those arches,

you see, are not really arches. If left standing by themselves

they would fly to pieces; there is an iron iintel embedded

above them somewhere. Those < Tins, 1 am sure, rely for

their strength upon iron posts i rted through the center

of them, and as to that half-timbered work, I doubt very

much whether it is anything more than a mere decorative

front."
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" But," you demur, " that colonnade is very attractive to

me. Is it not well-proportioned? And as to that half-tim-

bered work (if that is what you call it), it k picturesque,

and its surface of altematng streaks of cement and timber
has a charm for me that I cannot deny."

" Yes," says the judge, " I can allow that superficially

it is not without merit; the design has been skillfully man-
aged, and, as you say, it possesses a charm and picturesque-
ness, but it is all of surface value. The building is a sham,
and it therefore has little or nothing to do with Art."

At this the Owner may well lose his balance. His Archi-
tect, a well-known practitioner and a man of apparently
some conscience, artistical and otherwise, supplied him witfi

the design, and now that the design has been constructed he,
the Owner, cannot deny, despite the verdict of the Judicious,
that the building gives him pleasure regarded as a quality
of the building itself, and that according to what we have
just been saying is Beauty. What is the poor Owner to do?
Were he to continue to discuss the subject with the Judicious
he would be told that our Architecture, if it is to amount
to anything, must be veracious. We must not construct our
decoration or decorate our construction. Every working
member of a building—a column or a beam, for instance

—

must be a real working member. Columns, if we are to
use columns, must be adequate supports for some essential

and integral part of a building. We must not permit sham
gables or sham arches or exaggerated columns or roofs, or
false construction of any kind whatsoever if we are to have
good Architecture.

Having been assured of this by one member of the Judi-
cious, the Owner may apply himself to some other expert
of that fraternity—a working architect of repute, let us say.

The second authority will differ profoundly from the first.

He will probably tell the Owner that Art exists " for Art's
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sake," which will puzzle the Owner, whose mind will be as

clouded as ever when he hears that the use to which a col-

umn is put hKS nothing to do with its beauty. The outlines

of a vase would not cease to be lovely with every transfer

of the vase to some new sort of utility, proclaims the expert.

Used as a beer pitcher (for which its foim is not very suit-

able) it will be every bit as much a thing of Beauty as when

used to hold a few choice roses (for which its form is ad-

mirably adapted). If a colonnade is beautiful (this class

of critic will say) it is beautiful, and the matter ends there.

The question of the embedded iron beam does not aflfect its

particular beauty. The half-timbered construction is pic-

turesque if it is picturesque. The quality of picturesqueness

has nothing to do with some ri le of construction. Suppose

the dormers are too large for the illumination of the rooms,

or the roof is higher than structural requirements really

demand! What of it? Beauty and Truth are not identical,

in spite of what the poets sing. For if Truth is Beauty,

then the two things are the same, and the multiplication table

becomes one of the most beautiful things in the world.

The Owner, when he ponders these matters, may feel

thai plain common sense rebels against the statement that

Truth is Beauty, provided we use those words in anything

like their ordinary signification. Those wht talk so are

employing words in a vague, poetic manner. Our sense of

Beauty is, after all, something fairly definite to all of us,

although ve cannot define it. As in the case of Conscience

and Morals, while we cannot speak for other people, we are

in no doubt as to the meaning and reality of these things for

ourselves. No! Truth, Fitness, Utility, none of these

qualities is equivalent to Beauty. A building is tiot beauti-

ful because it is appropriate to the site upon which it stands

or the purpose which it serves. Any particular architec-

tural element (column, arch, or what p^t) is not beautiful
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because it is structurally truthful or sufficient. Architecture

is not engineering, we were almost going to say that it is

not even construction, but to show this we should have to

go further and explain, and for that there is no space here.

However, precisely as the authors feel sure they can

trust the Owner to recognize that the sense of Beauty is

something not to be confused with anything else, they are

convinced that no argument will induce the Owner to accept

as entirely satisfactory any element of false construction,

provided, of course, he is conscious of its ex'«tence. A col-

umn that carries nothing, a staircase that leads nowhere, a
window opening that is a sham, will not please him. He is

not always aware of the possible tricks and falsities of archi-

tecture. Even when pointed out to him he may not at first

perceive their enormity. Indeed, it will probably need edu-

cation to convince him of the crime committed, but educa-

tion is part of this process of appreciating Architecture.

Returning, therefore, to the design of his house, the Owner
is almost certain to wish that that colonnade of his were
really what it appears to be, that that roof were really

demanded by the facts of the case. As he considers the

matter his mind will probably wabble between apprecia-

tion of the form that delights him and disapproval of the

sham construction of which he is now conscious. Perhaps
at this point he will be ready to realize the real circumstances

of his position, which are these : There are, within his mind,

two clashing notions or ideas, and it is this conflict that robs

him of complete satisfaction. Clearly our appreciation of

anything, to be complete, must be undisturbed; our sensa-

tions, if they are to reach their maximum, must be confused

by no other sensation. We cannot shut out the enemy and
then enjoy the full satisfaction of the moment if we hear

him hammering at the outer gate. This is the reason why
the Architect who makes for us a beautiful design must also
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make it veracious and fit. He must satisfy all the require-

ments of Truth as completely as he must satisfy all the re-

quirements of Beauty. He must absorb and harmonize

every element of his work, so that there is not anywhere

left a discordant residue. The more we study the building

the more we must find the work at one with itself. It must

be appropriate to the site, it must be fitted to its purposes,

it must be constructed with veracity, every feature of the

plan and design must be in perfect harmony. Nothing is

then left to harass or thwart our enjoyment. The beauty

of the design can then assert itself without fear of disturb-

ance from any quarter. As the Owner steps outside his

new home the first thing for him will be the sensation of

pleasure which he receives from the structure. He will

then be impressed by the details, the arrangement of the

openings, the massing of the building in dominant and sub-

ordinate parts. The big window placed in that particular

position necessitated by the plan within, fits into the exterior

design as though it were an inevitable part of the picture.

If it seems to him that it could not be placed anywhere else

without impairing the beauty of the design, it is well. Simi-

larly with the porches, the chimneys, the verandas, the dor-

mers, and roofs: all are unified by the design, all are appro-

priate to the materials used, all correspond exactly to the

facts of structure and fimction. Beauty is there as Beauty,

and Truth is there so that it shall not conflict with Beauty.
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DECORATION AND DESIGN

A WORD or two may be added in regard to decoration.

Probably all decoration is derived from some form
of construction, or from some original that once possessed
a representative meaning or signification. For instance, at
one time the Egyptians constructed their walls of mud or
clay; it was the material readiest at hand. Its plastic and
unstable qualities made it necessary for them to build these
walls very much wider at the base than at the top, so that
they received an inward slope, very much as do embank-
ments of earth or retaining walls which are called upon to
resist pressure across their height. But in the course of
time the Egyptian began to use stone for his monumental
buildings, and he did not alter the form of his walls when
he came to use the new material. He was pleased with the
old form, so he preserved it. The stone walls of many of
the great Egyptian temples slope or " batter," as it is called,

precisely as did the older mud walls.

To take another example: It is supposed by many com-
petent judges that Greek stone architecture was derived
from an older wooden architecture, or that the Greeks at
first adopted in their masonry structures many of the forms
that properly belong to wooden buildings. The later-day
Greek masons quite forgot how much they owed to their car-
penter predecessors, ana forms that were constructively real
to the carpenter were retained by the mason as decorative
features to tell the tale of their origin.

It is so with our surnames. They were all at one time
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literal or descriptive names. We speak to-day of the Smiths,

the Taylors, the Wainwrights, the Browns, the Greens, for-

getting that at one time these were not conventional names

—

very much as we forget that the origin of our alphabet was
pictorial or hieroglyphic. Facts, or what were thought to be

facts, preceded fable, r .d history, or what was thotight to be

history, preceded nij'ths. In Architecture, likewise, construc-

tion preceded decoration. In time the elements of construc-

tion came to be " degraded " into elements of decoration.

A multitude of examples of this process could be ad-

duced. We can easily imagine that whenever the decorator

borrowed from the constructor (if we may separate the two)

the constructor raised a vigorous protest, charging the deco-

rator with misappropriation, false construction, lack of

veracity, and all the rest, just as the imaginary advisers of

our Owner told him that the arches and the columns of his

home were " wrong." The decorator really does not devise

very much for hin^^elf. He has always been a great adapter

and borrower, and whenever he has plundered from the con-

structor there has been conflict. The decorator, however,

is not a man that can be converted from his ways. He con-

tinues to plunder and adapt. When once he has stolen any-

thing he continues to use it and modify it until the world

has turned its face in other directions, forgets the ancient

construction, and comes in the end to applaud and justify

the thief.

Our Owner, therefore, is not likely to find (in the last

analysis) that the decoration of his building is all decora-

tion, and the construction all construction, and both in com-

plete harmony. There will be transitional elements, and
these forms will raise debatable questions. Much depends

upon our point of view. We can quite see that were an
ancient Greek to return to life he would probably be much
more sensitive than we are to the constructional origin of
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our pedimented little window frames representing the gable

end of a temple. For the most part these fronton windows

do not even remind us of anything constructive. Therefore,

if they are beautifully designed and beautifully placed for

us on our buildings, there is no contradictory fact to rob

us of the full pleasure of Beauty they aflford, as there well

might be in the case of our resurrected Greek. Again, if

by and by we should forget the constructive realities of half-

timbered construction, there would nothing to interfere

with our enjoyment of any beautiful faqade that was con-

structed of what we would now call imitative or fictitious

work. Of course there is much virtue in this " if " ;
never-

theless, we may see the slow transmutation of constructive

facts into decorative elements. Time and the forgetfulness

of men thoroughly justify the translation. We have herein

the reason why a great d**il of whatever popular apprecia-

tion of architecture there is, is at variance with expert opin-

ion. The expert has a great many facts in his mind that

have nothing to do with the aesthetic. He knows, for in-

stance, that that particular form of Gothic foliation belonged

only to buildings of the thirteenth century. Therefore he

objects to finding it mixed in the same modem building with

forms that he knows did not arrive until late in the four-

teenth century. To the public, however, if the building is

beautiful it is none the less beautiful because of this histori-

cal solecism, though we can easily understand that the appre-

ciation of the archaeologist would be disturbed by conflicting

perceptions, which never would or could disturb the less

educated connoisseur. In like manner the Architect who is

more engineer than artist will >ar heavily in his judgment

on the " facts of construction "
; whereas the Architect who

is more inclined to the aesthetic side of his work will be more

disposed, while disregarding the constructor's judgment, to

preach " Art for Art's sake," and the like.
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CHAPTER XV

PLAN AND DESIGN

IF it is a rare thing to hear our friends, in discussing their

new home, lay particular stress on its plan, on the in-

genious manner in which the Architect has met their require-

ments by making the rooms so convenient of access and so

livable, it is a common occurrence to hear them tal bout

the design as " up-to-date " or " original," o^- >i that,

as English or Old Colonial. It is their firm b^ - that they

have but to express a preference for some pan. Jar design

and it immediately becomes theirs. They picture the Archi-

tect as a man who, after meeting their requirements in a

well-studied plan, has simply to go to the storehouse of tra-

dition and bring forth the design that they fancy. But this

is not the process of evolution in designing. We have al-

ready said that, in Architecture, it is constantly necessary

to have recourse to the plan. This is precisely what the

Architect dr from the beginning to the very end of his

work. The minute he begins to make the plan he begins

to determine the design of the house. He is constantly

looking ahead to matters of design which he establishes

early in the problem and leaves to be worked out in detail

when he can get to them. As he decides definitely upon

the arrangement of rooms and passages, staircases and

fireplaces, he at the same time fixes certain very definite

matters of design. These internal features of the house are

no more absolutely fixed in the Architect's mind than is the

design which they involve. The plan an'' id. •:'asign are
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relative matters, and it is generally necessary for the Archi-
tect to make mutual concessions to secure the most satisfac-

tory results.

To illustrate the relation between plan and design, let us
refer to the house shown in plan in Fig. 105 with the exterior
views, Figs. 10 and 11. Neglecting for the time the one-
story tea house at the rear, we see in Fig. 10 an arrangement
of windows which at first glance seems rather puzzling and
perhaps somewhat fanciful. Yet these windows, as parts
of the design, must be related to something—the plan. And
they are. The first floor windows on the front seem natural
enough placed on each side symmetrically. But why the
snail window on the side to the right? Let us consult the
plan (Fig. 105). What do we find? The windows under
consideration serve to light the parlor, which is so designed
that the whole weather side of the room is taken up by a
species of structural decoration in the form of a sideboard,
which does not permit of a large window such as we see on
the front from which the room receives practically its entire
daylight; therefore the small window. The other room on
the front, the library, is similarly situated for light, de-
pending here again on the large windows of the front for
its sunlight. The high window over the bookcases on the
outside wall of this room imforttmately does not show in

either of the exterior views. The placing of the second-
story windows seems even more fanciful than on the first

floor. In this case the external arrangement would be ex-
plained by the second-floor plan, which is not at hand. The
first floor will serve the purpose, however. Here the loggia
which occupies the central position on the front over the
entrance is not only the veranda of the house, but its win-
dows behind serve to light the hall and staircase, which
would be dark but for this source of illumination. The
clever way in which this loggia has been divided by posts
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into five bays shows how complete has been the Archi-

tect's regard not only for external appearance, but for the

integrity of the plan. It will be observed that this feature

has been admirably brought into relation with the windows
below to preserve the harmony of the design. All this infor-

mation is revealed by the plan, and was duly considered by

the Architect in making his initial scheme before he gave

any thought to external details. The scheme of external

composition was there ; the main lines of the design existed

in the designer's mind from the beginning, and from these

he could not depart without abandoning the plan. Given the

same plan, two designers would be botmd to arrive at the

same external design up to this point. This much is an
expression of the facts in the case. A marked deviation

from them could have no other effect than to stultify the

idea, the plan and, in fact, the whole scheme of the house.

Beyond the pale of this integrity in design there is the

boundless field of choice. In that field it is not so much a

question of consistency and honesty in the realm of utility

as of a choice of judicious and admirable alternatives in com-

bining, arranging, and emphasizing the bald facts of the

scheme. For example, it was not obligatory on the designer

to go to Japanese Architecture for the source of his archi-

tectural expression, and, having done so, he was not com-

pelled to select from that architecture the forms which he
has so admirably adapted to the needs of an American sub-

urban household. The forms which he has chosen he has

handled in such a way that they lose their identity as Japa-

nese forms, and fall naturally into their places to produce

the effect which the designer sought.

Recurring then to the question of plan and its relation to

design, we may sum up the matter by saying that a plan

determines a design to the extent that it fixes the general

ends which the design is to meet, leaving it to the choice of
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the designer to meet these ends in an artistic manner. For
example, there was no reason why the designer of Fig. lo
had to treat his dormer as he did, making one large eyebrow
feature in the roof. He was perfectly free to adopt a simpler
treatment, or he could have divided the one large feature
into several smaller ones. He simply exercised his choice,

combined, of course, with a thorough knowledge of design.
Again, no chimneys are visible in Fig. lo, while the plan
distinctly shows two lines of flues. By consulting Fig. ii
we find that the chimneys have been carried just as high as
it was necessary for the proper draught, and are hidden in
the front view (Fig. lo) by the high ridge of the main roof.

They have been ignored as undesirable features in the design.
But why does the Architect arbitrarily magnify one feature
and suppress another? Obviously to gain a certain effect.

But how does he know how to obtain this effect? Are there
no laws of procedure by which he is guided in thus making
much of one thing and slighting another?

It is, of course, quite impossible to explain to the reader
exactly how a given design has been made, and if such an
explanation were possible it would require the training and
experience of a thoroughly trained architect to understand
it. More important for the purpose in hand is it to help the
reader to look for something in a design and really see it.

Just as the design is related to the plan, and, as we have
explained, governed by it to a certain extent, so design is

related and governed by matters which are wider than the
limits of the particular house under consideration. These
matters are principles of the broadest significance and appli-
cation in all matters of fine art, whether of Painting, Sculp-
tt': e, or Architecture.
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Fig. ioi.—This illu.-,tration is offered as a suggestion of a type of plan for a

small house. In this house visitors whom it is not intended to introduce into

the family circle are received in the reception-room at the entrance. This

arrangement, though not in common use, cannot but be a very good one, pre-

serving, as it does, the privacy of the home for the family and their guests

whose comfort should be paramount. The construction shown in the dia-

gram is of a stone house, but the same plan might very well be reproduced in

wood at a more moderate sum.
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Fig. 102.—We show in this diagram the plan of a larger house than that on
the precchnK i>age. The parlor in this i>lan ser%-es the purpose of a reception-
room. The plan is compact and workable.
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Fio. 105.—^Plan of house adapted from the Japanese and shown in Figs.

10 and II. The reader will note the Tea House which adjoins the dining-

room, and which is entered also through a corridor from which a path leads

to a gate at the right. The features of the plan, which have been borrowed

from the Japanese precedents, have been so thoroughly adapted to the require-

ments of the owner that they become American in the same sense as does

the architectural expression of the exterior.
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Fig. io6.—a good example of the country doctor's house. His office,

reception, and work room are here treated as integral parts of his home with-
out in any way interfering with the privacy of his family. On the aide of
the house there is a separate entrance for patients, who thus have no occasion
to meet any member of the famUy and, moreover, the doctor's rooms are so
arranged that coming and departing patients need not encounter one another.
The arriving patient passes from the office entrance into the reception-room
to await with others his turn with the doctor who holds forth in his office. If
the case requires special attention the patient is conducted into the adjoining
operating-room, after which the way lies either back to the office or into the
office entrance, and since both op rating-room and office lead directly to the
entrance any possible contact of patients is avoided.
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CHAPTER XVI

ART AND THE PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

TO design is to combine so as to form a complete and
harmonious whole. A well-designed house, then, is

such a combination of parts as produces upon the spectator

a pleasing impression. To recognize good design it is, of

course, necessary for the spectator to possess a discrimi-

nating sense for the proper and the beautiful in his sur-

roundings. This sense everybody possesses to a certain

degree. Many people there are who have it to an extraor-

dinary degree, and who can say at a glance whether some-
thing has artistic merit or is devoid of it. Asked to give

their reasons for deciding for or against it, they are un-
able to reply more definitely than to say because they like

or dislike it. As far as the attainment of beauty is con-

cerned, they believe it to be the result of pure accident or

of arbitrary choice on the part of the designer. This ex-

planation satisfies public interest in architecture, but not the

judicious inquirer. If it is n(»t yet possible to analyze the

sensation of pleasure which ;m object of beauty—that is,

an object which is well designed and therefore artistic

—

produces upon the mind, it is possible, however, to examine
the psychological phenomenon of Beauty by an analytical

method, especially in architecture, where we have preserved

to us for comparison its entire development through many
centuries. If, therefore, we were to examine buildings of

diflferent periods in different localities, we would find in them
certain likenesses, solutions of recurring problems of design
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which the Architect of to-day encounters as surely as did

the Greek or Roman. For the Architect to depart from the

established solution of these problems of design would be

about as reasonable as to discard the rules of arithmetic and

start anew to discover them. Even if an original solution

were attempted, the result would in the end be the same

as that which had been discarded. Of there solutions in

Architecture there are a great many which ihe Architect

must learn, and in designing employ in new combinations to

secure new effects. These are the only laws of design which

it is possible to formulate, and upon them can be founded

the only true basis for the intelligent critical analysis to

which even the nonprofessional may aspire. This is the

" science " of Architecture. One would not contend for a

moment, however, that these general principles or laws of

architectural composition explain everything that is to be

known about the subject of design. But it is not feasible

to take cognizance in this discussion of such purely personal

qualities as delicacy, grace, and refinement, because these

concern only the professional; for our lay reader concrete

scientific facts will much better serve to give him an in-

telligible insight into the complexities of design.

The modest suburban home of which we treat herein

does not, of course, admit of monumental architectural de-

sign. On the contrary, such a treatment, if it were possible,

would be highly undesirable, because it would be inappro-

priate. But if the $5,000 to $25,000 home cannot and

should not be a monumental structure, it still offers the

designer ample scope to exercise all the skill that he can

command. His opportunities to display a knowledge of the

principles of his art are limited only by his own capac-

ity and by that of his clients in formulating their require-

ments. In judging the homes which we illustrate in these

pages it is necessary for the reader to take into considera-
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PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

tion these two conditions are often found opposing each

other. It is only fair to say also that a decision based on

a study of illustrations can be but a superficial one. It

will be helpful, we trust, to call attention to certain means

and results which an Owner would do well to bear in mind

in his study of design. We shall select for reference only

those illustrations in which definite principles of design are

emphatically shown.

Fig. 2 shows a simple composition of two masses in which

the principle of subordination is admirably illustrated. It

will be noticed that in the mass at the left of the picture the

ridge of the roof and the eaves have been made slightly lower

than in the part which contains the chimney. By this means

the designer has expressed the fact that the lower mass con-

tains the secondary part of the home.

Fig. 19 illustrates how it is possible to secure the effect

of unity in a design by simple means. The effect which is

desired in this btmgalow is one of lowness. Notice how the

surrounding grass and shrubbery has been allowed by its

tallness to help out this effect. A beautifully cared for and

trimmed lawn would not have been as effective.

The good effect of the design show a by Fig. 4 is due

largely to the similarity of the roofs, as well as of masses,

of the principal mass of the house and its appended porch.

Even the windows are treated in clusters to reecho the feel-

ing of horizontal dimension for which the designer was striv-

ing. The sparse trees further assist this expression by their

strong vertical contrast.

The independence of good design, of any style of archi-

tecture is shown emphatically by the typical American home

illustrated in Fig. 12. This house, while it partakes of no

particular liistoric tradition, owes its merit to an obedience

to the principles of architectural propriety. It would require

very little altering to transform it from a well-designed com-
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position into a decidedly commonplace thing. One has but

to picture an identically symmetrical treatment of the two

gables, and the omission (if it were possible without chang-

ing the plan) of the dormer (whose side shows on the right

of the view), to have a design that would possess little to

recommend it. The subordination of the right-hand gable

to that on the left, the continuity produced by the ridge

of roof which connects them, and such apparently trivial

matters, contain in reality the secret of much of the beauty

in this design.

No little of cunent American suburban architecture is

measurably free from rigid tradition and architectural usage,

but a closer examination reveals in its make-up due recog-

nition of the principles of all good design. The quality of

its picturesqueness exists not In spite of these laws, but by

virtue of them. Fig. 14 is a typical example which, though

apparently rambling, reveals a careful adherence to the laws

of architectural custom in the composition of the two pro-

jecting bow windows in the main wing of the house. Here
the designer was confronted by a case of double composition,

as it is calle^l It i? a reco^^nized fact in design that two
practically identical masses or features, when placed side by

side, compose badly unless they are connected by a third mass

or feature. This connection is accomplished in the case just

referred to by the small window in the main wall and be-

tween the projecting features. The reader can ascertain for

himself by covering up this small window that, if this were

omitted, the effect would be quite different and insufficient.

The same problem of double composition has been solved in

Fig. 16 by the use of an emphatic porch roof similar in out-

line and mass to the main roof. The effect in this case is

very strongly accentuated by deep shadows.

Figs. 10 and 11, mentioned above, are front and rear

views respectivelv of a suburban home at Fall River, in
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PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Massachusetts, and show how it is possible in design to adapt

fonns in architecture and to combine them appropriately in

new and attractive ways. This house, a plan of which is

shown in Fig. 105, is based upon a study of Japanese prece-

dents, which have, however, become thoroughly American-

ized at the command of an able designer. The reader must

not interpret these sentiments as ^ plea for what architects

call archaeological design, a slavish copying from foreign

buildings. In this latter method of designing the real re-

quirements of the problem are, as often as not, cast to the

winds to " get in " some feature which exists for a real rea-

son •> the original but is absolutely meaningless in the re-

productitm. This, however, is not the case in the Fall River

house, viiiich is not only attractive externally, but provides

at the same time exactly the accommodation that the house-

holder needs in this country. Figs. 8, 20, and 21 show

also how an able designer can use the architectural forms

of another period and country without imitation, and yet

attain a thoroughly good and modem composition. Of these

homes, that shown in Fig. 8 is perhaps the most successful,

because it is the simplest.

Fig. 23, an English villa, though pleasing in the main,

suffers from a species of indecision on the designer's part.

When one begins to seek for the reason it is found in the

doubtful treatment of the gable, which seems to fit badly.

The designer does not appear to have been sure in his mind

whether he ought to make this feature important or trivial.

He accordingly made it large enough to disturb the con-

tinuity of the roof, and counteracted the eflFect of size by

piercing it with a very small window. The attic room

may have been a legitimate condition of the problem, but a

more satisfactory solution could have been found by allow-

ing the two-story bow window under it to continue without

interruption through the roof to form one of three stories,
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BUILDING A HOME

or the attic room could have been treated in a less prominent
way without decreasing its dimensions, with a lean-to roof,

for instance, or similarly to the smaller dormer at the right.

Either expedient would have had the effect of improving
an otherwise admirable 'omposition.

In the cursory examination of the preceding homes, some
of the principles of good design have been suggested merely
to show the reader for wha": he must look in forming an
opinion of a composition. The objective method will lead the

reader to continue the investigation on his own account. If

his interest has been sufficiently aroused he will, no doubt,

make his own observations upon houses that come to his

notice. Nor need his attention be confined to mere external

appearance, for the laws of good design have equal jurisdic-

tion over the interior treatment of the home, of which we give

numerous pictures in these pages. As has been pointed out
in the chapter on furnishing and decorating the home, it is

a failure to recognize the force of architectural principles

in interior decoration that produces frequent disappoint-

ment in the new home. We will repeat here, therefore, that

it is our firm belief that the successful home can be attained

only by giving the designer supervision, not only of the

groundwork of the rooms, but of their complete decoration

and furnishing. The reader will, no doubt, be able to pick

out from the illustrations of interiors which we give those in

which such supervision has been exercised. He will notice

in them that uniform earmark of good design, unity, to

which we have alluded in our inspection of the foregoing

exterior views. The presence in a room of this quality,

which is even more difficult to define there than in a faqade,

will make itself more readily felt by him because he is always
bound to come into more intimate contact with the inside of

his home than with the outside.

#i
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CHAPTER XVII

THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD CONSTRUCTION

CLOSELY related to the technical matters with which

it has been thought advisable to acquaint the Owner
is one which has been reserved, not because it is of least im-

portance, but because the authors feel that the Owner will

be in a better position to receive it after he has read what

goes before. This subject is the construction of his house.

The province of the Owner does not, of course, include

the construction of his house any more than its plan or its

design. These are affairs strictly for the Architect, and the

reason for discussing construction at all is, as with plan-

ning and designirrf, for the purpose of defining for the

Owner the issues and enabling him to cooperate more effect-

ively with the Architect.

One so often hears friends say that their new house is

well constructed, citing as proof that the entrance hall is

finished in hardwood, that the dining room has a high wains-

cot, that there are Ionic columns in the living room, or that

there is an elaborate mantelpiece in the library. It is such

matters of i sre finish which attract the popular observation

because they are " popular," and the prospective Owner in-

terprets them as the acme of good construction. To the

initiated they are nothing more than the " selling points
"

of the builder-made house. We fear it will ever be with

extreme reluctance that the Owner will renounce expensive

finish in favor of good construction. But he need not be

surprised when he finds that the Architect is advising him
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above everything to pay for a sound structure, and that it

is of first importance to make sure that the timbers in he

frame are of the required dimensions and that they are

properly spaced and joined, that the foundation walls are

carried down below the frost-Liie, and that the stones or

bricks that compose them are properly bonded—in short,

that all the " rough work " is honestly performed by the

Builder. An Architect knows full well that an Owner may

be delighted at first by a fine polished maple floor or hand-

some paneled oak doors, but that he will surely be disap-

pointed after the first season when he sees that the floor

has become uneven, opening up in large cracks and drawing

away from the baseboard, under which the winter wind

blows; or when his beautiful paneled oak doors begin to

swell and refuse to obey orders. The Architect knows that

these things will happen if the hidden and apparently unim-

portant structural parts are not properly built. The Owner

attains this knowledge only when it is too late to remedy

matters. It is only then that the word " construction " be-

gins to have for him a real meaning. He realizes then the

meaning of the axiom that in order to build well the fotr-

dation must be good, and that what have been supposed to

be essentials of good construction are but the glittering

shams that are made to deceive the unwary. Yet good basic

construction is equally requisite in the construction of an

automobile or the making of an overcoat. A man does

not buy an automobile because he fancies its fine-colored

enamel, its handsome leather cushions, or its gorgeous brass

lamps; nor does he select an overcoat because the velvet

collar or the fancy buttons please him. He knows better.

Experience has taught him that the value of an automobile

depends upon the rigidity of its frame and the efficiency of

its machinery, and the merit of an overcoat upon the quality

of its fabric. We trust the Owner will understand when the

330
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IMPORTANCE OF GOOD CONSTRUCTION

Architect tells him that if he would have his home well built

he must lay more stock by the essentials of a sound frame-

work and not be misled by false manifestations of veneer.

It is not to be inferred from the foregoing that the finish

of the home is to be slighted. The Architect will be emphatic

in advising good, honest, substantial floors, doors, and the

rest, and upon precisely the same basis that he advises good
construction. Only he will make sure that the construction

is to be there before he thinks of the elaborateness of the

surface work. The reason why a prospective Owner appre-

ciates these shams which hide an inadequate and shoddy
groimdwork is not hard to find. It is a characteristic of our
modem suburban houses not to be substantially built. How
disappointing it is to watch the assembling of the t.imsy

balloon frame of a house which we are told is going to be a
magnificent residence costing a large sum. Yet need we
be so surprised to see the mere shadow of a framework doing

service to hold up to public view the most gorgeously finished

exterior and interior ? Mark Twain recently remarked upon
inspecting his architect's designs for his new suburban home,
that he did not care again to see the house until there should

be a brisk fire in the fireplace and a cat on the hearth.

Mr. Clemens probably reasoned that if he were to see his

home in the raw skeleton before receiving its fine dress, the

impression that it would produce on him could never be as

pleasant as if he were innocent of what is not made to be

seen, but rather to be hidden. Is not this method of building

merely a characteristic of our American desire to " make a

grand impression," trusting to a superficial and indifferently

trained observation to overlook its unsubstantial basis? The
popular point of view on matters of art, we have already

said, is seldom founded on a rational and intelligent basis,

and so it is also with the construction of so many of the

houses that are annually built in our suburbs. The eye of
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the prospective Owner has been influenced for the bad by

prevailing methods, and the Architect will require his closest

cooperation to undo this injurious training.

We have no intention to indulge in further discussion

of the relation between construction and design. Suffice it to

say that the construction of a house does influence its design,

and that the Architect is controlled in large measure, not only

in designing but in planning the home, by the nature of the

materials which he employs in its construction. Thus there

is a limit to the area of unsupported ceiling which can be

obtained if wood be the structural material, and this limit

will not be the same if another material be used. Steel or

reinforced concrete beams, for instance, permit of much

longer spans than frame construction, and therefore of larger

rooms and wider windows and doors. Likewise the arch is

a form peculiar to stone or brick construction, and to repro-

duce it in wooden construction is a violation of design as

well as of structure. This rs only another way of saying that

construction to be good must not only contain sufficient ma-

terial to do the work required of it, but it must be economical,

reasonable, and aesthetic. The Architect will not make a

plan for a timber house which is so disposed as to require

steel beams to support its roof; it is wasteful construction.

He will not design a fireplace over an unsupported expanse

of floor space, not because it is difficult to build, but because

it is unreasonable and implies a faulty plan. Nor will he

make a design which places a maximum of pier space in a

faqade over a maximum of openings. This is what happens

in so many of our mercantile buildings which require large

expanses of glass surface on the ground floor for show-

window purposes. In such a building it is an inevitable con-

dition of the problem, but in a home such designing would

result in a construction which from every point of view is to

be avoided.
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